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African American Trailblazer
Leads Verizon in South

Gibbs Junior
College Alumni
Celebrate 50th
Anniversary
ST. PETERSBURG - Many
persons within the Tampa bay
area remember the days of
Gibbs Junior College. The twoyear college for AfricanAmericans was established in
1957 subsequent to the 1954
and 1955 Brown decision
outlawing segregation of public
education. At the time of the
Supreme Court decision in 1954,

Florida was still operating
under a Constitution that stated,
in Article XII, Section 8,
“White and Colored children
shall not be taught in the same
school, but impartial provisions
shall be made for both.”
Therefore, inspite of the
Supreme Court decision,
Florida's Department of
Education said it was illegal to
operate integrated educational
institutions.
Gibbs Junior College was
established for the purpose of

ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA

ATLANTA - Atlanta resident Michelle Robinson,
Verizon’s Senior Vice President of the South Region, is one |

of the world’s most powerful and influential corporate
executives.
providitig higher education for
One December day, in 1955, a woman sat down on a bus
African-American people and
and started a revolution in the South and an evolution of the j
was considered one of the best
American way. Half a century later, African American
two-year institutions established
Michelle Robinson is standing up to become a corporate
in Florida during the period
eader in telecommunications.
1949 to 1966 when the last of
A woman who is committed to her profession and to her
the segregated institutions
community, Michelle Robinson is standing for what is
operated. By 1966 the last
important and enhancing Verizon's image along the way.
vestiges of segregation had been
In addition to being the Southern face of one of the
eliminated by Florida's department
argest communications companies in the world, Michelle
of education. However, Gibbs
Robinson is a wife, a mother of two, and an African
Junior College (GJC) had made
American trailblazer.
its mark. Thousands of African"I am honored to have this position with Verizon,"
Americans who might ndt have
explained Robinson. "I'm fortunate to be in a position that
gotten an education beyond
allows me to engage in important public policy issues and
high school' had received two'
tackle the difficult challenges that southern states face."
years of higher education,
Today, Verizon Communications ranks 13th on the
many of whom transferred to
ortune 500 list and earned nearly $90 billion in revenue last
senior colleges and universities
year through a combination of wireless, telecom, and
throughout America and received
business accounts. Verizon employs more than 240,000
their undergraduate and
people, spread throughout 75 countries. and across six
graduate degrees.
continents.
According to GJC Alumni.
Robinson, one of 16 African American women in
President W.
H.
“frill”
Verizon's executive ranks, is the senior public policy
McCloud, graduates of GJC are
executive in the Southern Region and she is responsible for
excited
about
this
shaping and advancing public policy strategies for the
communications giant's wireless and enterprise business
segments. Michelle also directs Verizon's philanthropic
activities toward the critical needs of southern communities.
_
A majority of African-Americans reside in the South,”
said Michelle Robinson, “and many African-Americans are
or will soon become Verizon customers. It is very important
for me and for Verizon to maintain our reputation as one of
the world’s most charitable corporations.
Under my Watch, Verizon will always be a corporation
that cares about its customers and about the communities
where Verizon does business.”
Statistically the South has been seen as one of the
help workers better understand slowest regions in the country to get online according to
Pewlntemet.org. Michelle Robinson, knowing that the
the minimum wage increase.
Internet
is an essential tool in today’s world, has made it her
1. The minimum wage will
increase gradually in three mission to correct that. She seeks to find the best way of
deploying the latest technological advancements, broadband
steps.
The three-step increase is Internet in particular, within the region by working in
cooperation with the local leaders and communities.
scheduled as follows:
;
July 24, 2007 increases by $0.70 from $515
to $5.85 per hour
continued on pg. A6
July 24, 2008 increases by $0.70 from $5.85
to $6.55 per hour
July 24, 2009 - final
increase of $0.70 from $6.55 to
$7.25 per hour
2. The new minimum wage
rate won't affect employees in
JOYCE NANETTE

GIBBS

Help Employees
Understand Federal
Minimum Wage Hike
SAN ANTONIO, TX Starting on July 24, 2007, the
Federal Minimum Wage will
increase three times in two
years from its current level of
$5.15 per hour, culminating in
a high of $7.25 per hour
beginning on July 24, 2009.
Some employees may be
confused by this three-step
increase, which is part of the
Fair Minimum Wage Act of
2007 that was signed into law
by President George W. Bush
on May 25. The American
Payroll
Association,
the
nation's leader in payroll
education, offers these tips to

VERIZON

Entrepreneurial Dreams Come True For
Scorpio’s Tee-Shirt University Owner
JOHNSON
CHALLENGER
CORRESPONDENT

WAGES
continued on pg.A7

David “Dre” Mott
■is
an
African
lAmerican man who
Ibelieves in himself,
Ihis work ethics, and
Ihjs
entrepreneurial
Idreams. With hard
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■work and determintion
|he is now the owner of

‘Scorpio’s Tee-Shirt
lUniversity”, but the
’path to that business

David “Dr©” Mott

began from humble
beginnings. He began
taking pictures in local clubs with a digital camera. “ I offered the t-

shirt for free, but it was $10.00 for the picture”, he grinned.
Eventually, he made the jump into a permanent business, but not
without sacrifice. “There have been a lot of bumps and bruises, but
that’s part of the game. I sold my car to start-up my business and
pursue my endeavor, and I have not looked back”. That was six
years ago.
Mr. Mott, a St. Petersburg native, says he was always creative
and became fascinated with graphic arts. His shop, which is located
1550 16th Street South, offers imprinting on t-shirts and other
promotional items using various techniques such as heat transfer,
screen printing, or embroidery. They also have a sign-making
division, which produces promotional materials, poster, flyers,
banners and signs. “Scorpio’s Tee-Shirt University” has completed
contracts for several local.churches, organizations, and schools
including Azalea Middle School, St. Petersburg High School, and
his alma mater Lakewood High School. Mayor Rick Baker and

T-SHIRT
continued on pg. A3
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War On Drugs Is Really War On Blacks
A recent survey by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention on the sex and drug habits of
Americans is the latest to shine an ugly glare on the
race-tainted war on drugs. The survey found that
whites are much more likely to use drugs than
blacks. Other studies have found roughly equal rates
of drug usage by blacks and whites. But What makes
this survey more eye-catching is that the survey
By: Earl Ofari didn’t solely measure generic drug use, but singled
Hutchinson
out the use of cocaine or street drugs. The finding
dispels the conventional drug war wisdom that
blacks use and deal street drugs, while whites use trendy, recreational
designer drugs, and that presumably includes powder cocaine.
That again calls into question the gaping disparity in drug sentencing
between whites and blacks. More than 70 percent of those prosecuted in
federal courts for drug possession and sale (mostly small amounts of
crack cocaine) and given stiff mandatory sentences are blacks. Federal
prosecutors and lawmakers justify the disparity with the retort that crack
cocaine is dangerous and threatening, and leads to waves of gang shootouts, turf battles, and thousands of terrorized residents in poor black
communities. In some instances, that’s true, and police and prosecutors
are right to hit back hard at the violence. But the majority of those that
deal and use crack cocaine aren’t violent prone gang members, but poor
and increasingly female, young blacks. They clearly need help not jailing.
But it’s a myth that powder cocaine is benign and has no affect on
crime and violence. In a comprehensive survey in 2002, the Office of
National Drug Control Policy, the White House’s low profile task force to
combat drug use, attributed shoplifting, burglary, theft, larceny, money
laundering and even the transport of undocumented workers in some
cities to powdered cocaine use. It also found that powder cocaine users
were more likely to commit domestic violence attacks. The report also
fingered powder cocaine users as prime dealers of other drugs that
included heroin, Meth and crack cocaine. Even more revealing they sold
crack cocaine and heroin in inner city neighborhoods.
The top-heavy drug use by young whites and the crime and violence
that goes with it stirs no public outcry for mass arrests, prosecutions, and
tough prison sentences for white drug dealers many of whpm deal drugs
that are directly linked to serious crime and violence. Those whites

unlucky enough to get popped for drug use or sale are treated with
compassion, hand wringing sympathy, prayer sessions and expensive
psychiatric counseling, treatment and rehab programs, private treatment
centers, and drug diversion programs. And they should be, but so should
those blacks and others victimized by discriminatory drug laws.
Voters and legislators in California, New York, Michigan and other
states now recognize that bankrupting state budgets to lock up and toss the
key at non-violent drug offenders won’t win the war on drugs. They have
opted for drug diversion, treatment and counseling programs rather than
jail as the far more effective, humane, and cost effective way to deal with
drug users. This has brought some measure of sanity back to drug
enforcement policy. But that doesn’t set well with the drug warriors, they
have and will continue to resist any and every effort to get Congress to
modify or scrap the blatant, and deliberate racial disparity in the drug
sentencing laws.
In an odd way they have to take their hard stand. The public
scapegoating of blacks for America's drug problem during the past two
decades has been relentless. A frank admission that the laws are biased,
and unfair, and have not done much to combat the drug plague would be
an admission of failure. It could ignite a real and sustained deep soul
search over whether all the billions that have been squandered in the
failed and flawed drug war, the lives ruined by it, and the families tom up
by the rigid and unequal enforcement of the laws have really
accomplished anything. It then might call into question why people use
and abuse drugs in the first place, and if they do is it really the
government’s business to turn the legal screws on some drug users while
turning a blind eye to others.
The greatest fallout from the failed drug policy is that it further
embeds the widespread notion that the drug problem is exclusively a
black problem. This makes it easy for on-the-move politicians to grab
votes, gamer press attention, and bloat state prison budgets to jail more
black offenders, while continuing to feed the illusion that the drug war is
being won.
The CDC survey is smoking gun proof of one thing. And that’s as long
as state and federal officials ruthlessly hunt for drug culprits in poor black
communities, and not the suburbs, that illusion will continue to wreck
lives, mostly black lives.
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Hunger in America

SINGLE COPY

25 cents
ATTENTION POSTMASTER:

About six blocks west of the White House, I
ispotted a man recently who appeared to be in his
late 40s or early 50s rummaging through a
garbage bin, apparently in search of food. Seconds
later, I saw him look through a second pile of
trash. That’s when I made a sharp turn, hopped out
of my car, and gave him a $20 bill. “Brother, you
don’t have to do that,” I said. On the edge of tears,
he thanked me and headed for a nearby store.
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By Coorgo E Curry

am not recounting this story to receive a pat
on the back or because I think I’ve done something
noble. Rather, I am sharing it because it is a scene
that is repeated thousands of times each day. Because we almost have to
step over homeless people to enter a downtown business establishment or
we have perfected the art of seeing and not seeing at the same time, we
choose to ignore the suffering that surrounds us.
I am embarrassed to admit that I was not always so quick to come to
the aid of my fellow citizens. Yes, I donate to several charities and tithe
on Sundays, but I, too, had become somewhat immune - actually,
insensitive - to some suffering of the homeless. But a young child in St.
Louis changed that. I was with Lillian Villars, whom I was dating at the
time, and her daughter, April, who must have been about 9 or 10 years
old. We were riding down North Kings Highway when April noticed a
man pulling a white plastic cup from a garbage bin and drinking the
contents. “Look at that,” April said in disbelief. “We ought to give him
something.” Without thinking, I replied, “We can’t help every person on
the street,” April persisted, “But he’s eating out of a garbage can.” Point
well taken. We pulled over and gave the man some money. I thanked
April for restoring my. humanity.
After 11 years as a reporter for the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, I joined
the Chicago Tribune, serving as a Washington correspondent and later
New York bureau chief. I was leaving my office in the old New York
Daily News building on East 42nd Street late one rainy night when I saw
a couple going through a huge pile of garbage in plastic bags on the edge
of a curb. This time, I did not hesitate. I gave them $20 and they thanked
me. After walking a block, I looked back and they were actually dancing,
happy to have some money.
Hunger in America is real. And everyone asking for help on the street
is not interested in conning the public or is headed to the nearest liquor
store when someone gives them spare change.
Those of us, who live in the most affluent country on earth, tend to
overlook hunger and poverty among us. When we think of hunger, we
conjure up images of famine in Africa or India. Indeed, hunger is a global
issue, with 852 million people in the world going hungry, according to

Bread for the World. In developing countries, 6 million children die each
year, mostly from hunger-related causes. Sub-Sahara Africa is the only
region in the world where hunger is on the rise, with 204 million hungry.
Even with safety net programs in place for the poor, such as free
school breakfast and lunch programs, hunger is also a problem in the
United States.
According to USDA, 35.1 million people - including 12.4 million
children - live in households that frequently experience hunger or risk
hunger. This means 11 percent of all U.S. households fall into this
category. Almost 11 million people - including 606,000 children - live in
U.S. households that frequently skip meals, consume an inadequate
supply of food or don’t eat for an entire day. Local government officials
confirm the federal assessment of hunger.
Last year, the U.S. Conference of Mayors noted a 7 percent increase
in requests for emergency food assistance. Because of the rising demand
for emergency food assistance, 45 percent of the mayors said they were
unable to meet their community’s food needs. Equally important, 63
percent of those polled said they had to decrease the amount of food
given out or reduce the number of times people can receive food.
The hunger problem involves more than food. The United States has
the highest wage inequity in the industrialized world. That means that
even when people have jobs, often the pay is too low for them to properly
feed their families. This country must provide well-paying jobs and
expanded opportunities for the poor if it really wants to address the issue.
Until we do that, we’ll Continue to see people eating out of garbage
receptacles.
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Councilman Earnest Williams contracted with
them to provide re-election campaign promotional
material. The heat transfer treated and the
embroidery shirts are sold in Quantities from 1 to a
1000. T-shirts, that are screen-printed, can be
purchased with a minimum order of a dozen.
“Dre” Mott is now seeking to expand
“Scorpio’s Tee-Shirt University”. “I want to
bectome a full promotional company, being able to
go into custom designing for retail. I want to
design my own urban sportswear line,” he said.
He is working towards that dream by teaming with
up and coming fashion designer Katina Swinton.
“Basically, I’m laying out ideas as to what designs
I want to put on the clothes,” he said. •
This multi-talented man is also actively
involved in the music production business. For 6
years, he was a disc jockey on WRXB 1590 radio
and hosted his own show as “Drizm Dre”. He is
now giving .back to the younger generation of

musicians and rap artists by helping to finance
their aspirations and helping to guide them with
their marketing and promotional campaigns. One
of the rap groups, “6Alone”, will have their CD
debut this September.
David “Dre” Mott is glad that his business is in
the black community for various reasons.
“It brings the neighborhood a service that they
don’t have to go outside the neighborhood for.
Also a few people have approached me and said I
gave them inspiration and motivation to start their
own business and they thanked me for that. Some
of our Own people stereotype our people as thugs.
I believe everyone should be welcome here,” he
said.
Mr. Mott credits his father, the late Walter
Mott Sr., a general contractor, for instilling
exemplary work principles. “My father always
said the early bird catches the worm and no: matter
what always be consistent. No matter what you do,
stay true to what you believe and don’t do what
other people do. I planned and thought it out so.
that I would become Successful”.

Davis Center to Host Diabetes &
Hypertension Community Forum
St. PETERSBURG - Residents are invited to
learn more about diabetes, hypertension, and
preventive health care dining a community forum
at the Enoch Davis Center, 1111 18th Ave. S., on
Wednesday, July 25, ,10:30 a.m. to noon. Free and
open to the public, this health forum features a
one hour session about diabetes and your heart,
screenings for diabetes and hypertension, and a
showcase of other prevention and wellness
programs available for Medicare beneficiaries.
The National Council on Aging's one-hour
consumer education session, “Connect the Dots:
Diabetes and Your Heart: How Medicare
Helps,"includes a presentation about diabetes
along with a discussion about Medicare Part B
preventive benefits, and Q&A. The Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services are bringing their
Mobile Office Tour to cities throughout the
country to promote Medicare's screenings and
preventive benefits. Medical professionals will
provide free screenings for diabetes and

hypertension in the CMS/MOT vehicle in the
Davis Center parking lot.
Part of the “Healthier US Starts Here”
national initiative, the community forum is
presented in conjunction with the National
Council on Aging, Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services (CMS) Mobile Office Tour
(MOT), Florida Department of Health, SHINE
(Serving Health Insurance Needs of the Elderly)
and the City of St. Petersburg Office on Aging.
Refreshments
be served.
“Our 'Healthier US Starts Here' tour
emphasizes the importance of preventing chronic
disease and illness. We want people to know that
Medicare covers important screenings and other
preventive benefits,” said Teresa Zayas, with the
CMS regional office in Atlanta.
For more information, call the Davis Center
at 727-893-7159.

will

GIBBS
continued from front page
historic anniversary, given that it also
coincides with the Florida Community College
System's observance of its fifty years of
existence. After all, the community college system
as it exists today evolved out of mergers between
the historically separate black and white
two-year colleges.
The GJC celebration, including a golf
tournament will take place at the Innisbrook
Resort and Golf Club in Palm Harbor, Florida,
beginning Friday, August 31 ending on Sunday,
September 2nd. The golf tournament is on
Saturday, 8 a.m. at the Highland North Golf
Course. Please bring your soft spike shoes.
It is anticipated that a large number of GJC
graduates and supporters will attend this festivity
and a number of scholarships will be awarded to
present and prospective students who will
attend St. Petersburg College.
The State of Florida Department of Education
and the. Pinellas County Board of Public
Instruction, under the leadership of the late Dr.
John W. Rembert, founded Gibbs Junior College.
Dr. Rembert was a leader in providing higher
education opportunities to African-Americans in
the Tampa Bay area and beyond. Even though the
institution was established by Pinellas County,
cooperative agreements with other counties such
as Hillsborough, Pasco, Hernando, Sarasota, and
Manatee allowed students from those areas to be

bussed into Pinellas County to get a higher
education. Florida A&M University in
Tallahassee, Florida was the only other public
institution of higher education, other than the
newly established African-American two-year
colleges, that existed for African-Americans in the
State of Florida.
Instructed by some of the finest professors at
the two-year college level, the list of successful
professionals who got their start at GJC is too long
to present here. However, it contains teachers in
our K-12 system, professors, college presidents,
diplomats, dentists, doctors, lawyers, religious
leaders and successful business leaders.
Additionally, many of its graduates went on to
obtain Ph.Ds and Ed.Ds from a variety of
universities throughout America and abroad. GJC
set the standards in academic areas of music, and
sports. Its choral groups performed for national
events in Washington, D.C. and other areas while
its basketball teams produced highly ranked
teams and athletes with All-American status.
Additionally, Gibbs was the only AfricanAmerican institution to produce an outstanding
fencing team.
Additional information about anniversary
activities may be obtained by contacting Helen
Callier at (727) 823-5250.

Crime Prevention 5K Run
The Pinellas County Urban League’s Blackon-Black Crime Prevention Program will host its
twenty-third (23rd) Crime Prevention 5K Run and
Family Festival in Campbell Park.
This annual event strives to strengthen the
community’s involvement in reducing crime in
our
neighborhoods
and
improving
relationships between law enforcement and
community residents.

Saturday, September 15, 2007
Campbell Park 601Y 14th Street
South, St. Petersburg
9:00 A.M. - 2:00 P.M.

Date:
Location:
Time:

The registration for the 5K race will began at
9:00am. The race will officially start at 10 a.m.

The race route will pass through neighborhoods
surrounding the Campbell park community.
Trophies will be awarded to the first, second, third
place finishers in six (6) categories. You can
register for the race by contacting the Urban
League by phone, fax, email or through our
website.
The Family Festival will start in Campbell
Park immediately following the completion of the
5K race. It will feature Free .Food, Music,
Community Service Providers- Information^
Games,
Door Prizes, Crime Prevention
Information, Health Screenings and Fun for the
entire Family
Our theme is “Let’s Run Crime out of Our
Communities.”

League of Women Voters to
Host Legislative Wrap-up
ST. PETERSBURG - The League of Women
Voters of the St. Petersburg Area invites the public
to a free program, “Wrapping up the 2007 Session
of the Florida Legislature” on Monday, July 23,
2007, at 6:30 p.m. The event, featuring St.
Petersburg Times columnist Howard Troxler as
the speaker, will be held at the St. Petersburg
Times Auditorium, 490 First Avenue South, in
downtown St. Petersburg. (Attendees should use
the door from the east parking lot.)
In columnist Troxler’s incomparable verbal
style, he will recount and analyze what went on in
Tallahassee during the legislative session.
Bom in Burlington, North Carolina, Troxler
writes a mix of reporting, analysis, satire and
commentary on state and local matters. He
considers himself politically unpredictable with
libertarian leanings (“I’m for gay marriage WITH
gun ownership”) but readers routinely conclude

?J

he is hopelessly against whatever jt is they happen
to be for.
Since 1991, Troxler has been a Times metro
columnist; his commentary now appearing three
times a week. He also has a weekly blog at
troxblog@tampabay.com where fellow bloggers
can join him from noon to 1 p.m. every Tuesday
for a live online chat about current events in
Florida and the.Tampa Bay region.
The League of Women Voters of the St.
Petersburg Area was founded in May 1939. Later
that year, the St. Petersburg group j oined with two
other Leagues in Winter Haven, Winter Park and
Orlando to establish the League of Women Voters
of Florida. LWVSPA includes the communities of
South Pinellas. Its sister League is the League of
Women Voters of North Pinellas County.
LWVSPA president for is Pat Richardson.

celebrate
being
a woman

419 Park Ave. South, New York, NY 10016
Please send me ___ _ copies of GROWING THROUGH LIFE
at $8.95 (U.S.$) per copy plus $3.00 shipping for the first copy and
$1.25 for each additional copy.

You love choices! With the latest shades,
anti-aging skin care and great gift ideas,
1 can show you beautiful products suited
just for you. Call me today to find more ways
to look good and feel great!

NAME___________________________ ___ ____________________________
ADDRESS ___________________________
CITY
STATE
ZIP
Check enclosed
MasterCard
Visa
Annex

Card #

Dianne Speights
Independent Beauty Consultant
www.marykay.com/dspeights
(727) 866-6621
(•727) 896-6556

a

VANTAGE PRESS, INC.

1

Exp. Date

SIGNATURE

| NYS Residents must add sales tax
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Courtesy of
py |jX
Minority Em powor ma nt Through Risk-Raduction and Outreach
TUvvsaffsp saAshtass/Ibm sadrsdaefop the spread efdisease"

Tuesday, July 17 to Thursday,
19 - Tampa Bay Devil Rays vs.
Angeles Angels. Tropicana Field,
Tropicana Dr. www.devllrays.com or
FAN-RAYS.

July
Los
One
888-

Thursday, July 19 - Sunrise Sale.

Participating shops and businesses
downtown. Stores open at sunrise. Annual
discount shopping celebration and pajama
party brought to you by the members and

From VVi tbin

merchants of the Downtown Business
Association, www.stpetedowntownbiz.com
or call 727-893-7465.

Learn how you or someone you love may be at risk!
Increase your knowledge on issues such as Drug Abuse, Alcohol
Abuse, Relapse Prevention, HIV/AIDS and Hepatitis.
♦Flexible meeting times and meeting locations
♦ Free Gift Cards, Gas Cards and Bus Passes
♦ Free HIV and Hepatitis testing
»Free Case management and Mental health counseling
t Upcoming'. Men & Women support groups, Poetry club, Movie night
For more Information please call Patricia @ (727) 321-3854 x 203
3170 3rd Avenue N, Saint Petersburg, FL 33713

Saturday, July 21 - Strawberry
Classic Car Show. Cars and trucks from
1982 and before - antiques, customs,
classics and hotrods - will gather in and
around McCall Park, 100 N. Collins Street

in downtown Plant City, for the monthly
Strawberry Classic Car Show from 4:00 p.m,
to 9:00 p.m. Entertainment will be provided
and spectators will be able to visit
specialty shops and restaurants, all open
late for the event. Attendees also have the
opportunity to visit vendors and crafters to
see and purchase the latest in hotrod and
automotive accessories. Admission
and
registration are both free; free parking is

Order
Your Weekly Challenger Subscription
Today!

Saturday, July 21 & Sunday July 22 19th

i

L

Affordable Goodwill Apartments
One and two-bedroom apartments in beautifully maintained buildings
HUD-subsidized rent • Barrier-free for wheelchair access
Experienced, caring Goodwill management
On-site Goodwill Service Coordinators
l Village I

th St. N.
is Park
41-6620

Freedom Village II

Mu Alpha Theta (math honor
society) National Convention

For adults who have disabilities and limited income

Heritage Oaks of Palm Harbor

2351 Alderman Rd., Palm Harbor
(727) 787-0792

For people 62 and older who have disabilities or limited income

Income limits apply for housing availability.

Goodwill EH
www.goodwilksuncoast.org

TRY IT ALL!
ORDER THE

¥

MATES COMBO?
SHRIMP, SCALLOPS

FLOUNDER AND OYSTERS J
ONLY $12.99
7
400

49th St South

St Petersburg, FL

(727)
7) 327-8309
(727)
7) 328-8309

MID PININHIIA SEAFOOD
MARKET & REtTAURANT

I

Mon

Show.The

2976.
Friday, July 27 to Sunday July 29 •
Tampa Bay Devil Rays vs. Boston Red
Sox. Tropicana Field, One Tropicana Dr.
www.devilrays.com or 888-FAN-RAYS.
Monday, July 30 to Wednesday, Aug.
1 • Tampa Bay Devil Rays vs. Toronto
Blue Jays. Tropicana
Field,
One
Tropicana Dr. www.devilrays.com or 888-

FAN-RAYS
Saturday, August 4 - Back to
School Care Fair. Johnnie Ruth Clarke
Health Center, 1310 22nd Street S. 8 a.m.

to 2 p.m. Prepares 2,500 at risk children
for the upcoming school year providing
free immunizations, medical exams, vision

and dental screenings and a backpack

filled with supplies. Call 727-895-5018.

evening dance.
Among the competitions will be:

620 students and teachers from
the U.S. and Korea

WHERE:

Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay, 2900
Bayport Drive, Tampa

WHEN:

Myl6-ii\

Individual Math Test - 30-question

multiple-choice written test.
•
Ciphering —10 open-response questions
administered individually.
•
School Bowl - top four students from,
each school, determined by individual test scores
and ciphering scores, compete as a team to answer
12 open-response questions with score depending
on how quickly a question is answered.
•
State Bowl-top four students from each
state, determined by individual test scores and
ciphering scores, compete as a team against teams
from other states.
•
Quizzle — three-person team in a
Jeopardy-like competition with questions from
varied topics, not just math problems but related
to numbers of math history.
• Chalk Talk - a seven-minute speech on a
predetermined math topic (The Mathematics of
Star Wars, The Mathematics of Biology or The
Mathematics of Native Americans).
• Gemini - one two-person team from each
school, 30-question multiple-choice test.

Stroke and Osteoporosis
Screening Coming to Gulfport

Industries-Suncoast, Inc

EOliALHOUSWG
opportunity

WHO:

Mu Alpha Theta, the national math honor
society^ will hold its 2007 national convention
July 16-21 in Tampa, hosted by Christine Brzycki
and Dave Macfarlane, Mu Alpha Theta sponsors
at Palm Harbor University High. More than 600
students are scheduled to attend, including a
contingent of 20 from Seoul, South Korea.
The convention is five days packed with
innovative and challenging math competitions,
award presentations, speakers, social events and a
trip to Busch Gardens. Among the social activities
for the students will be several banquets, square
dancing, a college-themed mixer, Karaoke and an

1167 Tur
Clean
(727)43

Art

Palm Harbor University High
Hosts Mu Alpha Theta
National Convention in Tampa
July 16-21

DETAILS:

Freedom

5002 S. Bridge St.
Tampa
(813)831-6988

Cool

Coliseum, 535 4th Ave. N. 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. Cool place to check out fine art and
crafts in the heat of summer. Free
admission and
parking.
Email
www.pava-artists.org or Call 727-736-

•

IFi
1

Annual

available on surrounding streets. For more
information, contact the Greater Plant City
Chamber of Commerce at 813-754-3707

WHAT:

ii Txj 1 5 [•] ! !
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or log on to www.plantcity.org.

Sat

Sunday

11

m

to

m

Gone Fishin

LARGO, Fla.- Residents living in and around
the Gulfport, Fla., community can be screened to
reduce their risk of having a stroke or a seribus
bone fracture. Life Line Screening will be at
Gulfport Senior Center on July 23rd. The site is
located at 5501 27th Avenue South in Gulfport.
Appointments wifi begin at 9:00 a.m.
A stroke, also known as a “brain attack/’ is
ranked as the third leading killer in the world, and
the leading cause of nursing home admissions.
Stroke often occurs without warning. The good
news is that painless screening can help identify
problems that can lead to stroke before it is too
late.
Screenings are fast, painless and low cost.
They test for blocked carotid arteries, abdominal
aortic aneurysms, and hardening of the arteries in
the legs. Bone density screening is also offered to
assess the risk of osteoporosisThese screenings are important because of the
silent and often debilitating nature of the
conditions. The majority of strokes are caused by
plaque build up in the carotid arteries. The
abdominal aorta is the largest artery in the body,
and a weakness in the walls of the artery can cause
a ballooning called an aneurysm, which can

rupture. A ruptured aneurysm is generally fatal.
Peripheral arterial disease or PAD is also known
as “hardening of the arteries.” Sufferers have a 46 fold increased risk of cardiovascular disease.
Risk is evaluated through a measurement called
the “Ankle-Brachial Index,” which is obtained by
reading the systolic pressure in the ankle and arm.
All four screenings take less than an hour to
complete. The cost for a Wellness Package of all
four screenings (including free osteoporosis
screening) is $129.
Life Line Screening was established in 1993,
and has since become the nation’s leading
provider of vascular screenings. Over 85
ultrasound teams are on staff to travel to local
communities, bringing the screenings to residents.
These non-invasive, inexpensive and painless,
ultrasound tests help people identify their risk for
stroke, vascular diseases or osteoporosis early
enough for their physician to begin preventive
procedures.
For more information regarding the
screenings or to schedule an appointment, call 1800-697-9721 or visit us on the web at
www.lifelinescreening.com. Pre-registration is
required.
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Family Reunions Can Be Good
For Your Health

Franchise Kids Foundation
Celebrity Weekend Huge
Success!

If you are a diabetic, it’s important to take care
of yourself. Here are a few tips to follow:
•

A5

Visit your doctor regularly. Schedule

yearly routine physicals, foot exams and eye

exams.
•
Test your blood sugar often.

BRADENTON- More than 950 spectators
from the Bradenton area had the opportunity to

many events organized by the Franchise Kids
Foundation in an effort to increase the support and

join local sports celebrity and Oakland Raiders

awareness of its initiatives. Other events included

•

Eat healthy. Do not skip meals.

player Fabian Washington in celebrating his

a children’s hospital visit, kickoff party, AAU

•

Exercise regularly.

Franchise Kids Foundation Celebrity Basketball

basketball game, and autograph signings.

•

Take your medications as prescribed.

game on Saturday, June 30th.

•

Check your feet daily. Always wear

Many of the spectators had the opportunity to

properly-fitted shoes and cotton socks. Skip the

witness a fun-filled and entertaining basketball

commitment and support of the Franchise Kids

flip-flops and sandals.

game that featured Antoine Cash (Tampa Bay

Foundation and the Celebrity Weekend.

Local Bradenton car dealership Tropical

Cadillac was honored for their unwavering

(Denver Broncos),

Proceeds from this event will go to support

Michael Huff (Oakland Raiders), Julius Wilson

the Foundation mission to improve the skills and

what I tell all my patients. Before breakfast and

(Miami Dolphins), Chingy (Rapper), Magic (LA

confidence, both academically and athletically, of

when you are fasting, your blood sugar level

Clippers/And 1), Trey Chaney (HBO Wire),

at-risk

completing more than five years of military

should be within 90-130 mg/dl. And, one to two

China Smith (Boxer), Stanford Routt (Oakland

Tampa/Bradenton area.

service. It’s an exciting homecoming.

hours after meals, your level should be less than

Raiders), Peter Warrick (NFL Free Agent), Doug

Fabian is a graduate of Bayshore HS

My son and daughter moved back into their

180 mg/dl. At your next physical, ask your

Gabriel (Oakland Raiders), Roddy White (Atlanta

(Bradenton) and was a football star at the

old rooms. They haven’t seen each other in more

physician for a copy of your test results, so you

Falcons) and Carlos Hendricks (Tampa Bay

University of Nebraska. He currently plays for the

than three years and are now adults. My son, “Mr.

know your “numbers”.

Bucs).

Oakland Raiders and resides in Manatee County.

•

BY SANDRA GROSVENOR

Bucs),

Do not smoke.

Everyone needs to know their numbers. That’s

SPECIAL TO THE CHALLENGER
My children have each returned home after

Mature,” has discussions with us around the

Diabetic or not, I’d enjoy talking with you

dining room table,. We’re having family dinners

more about your personal health concerns. At

again, a good time to talk about our family tree.

Johnnie Ruth Clarke Health Center (JRC) at the

When you get together for your family

Historic Mercy Hospital Campus, I provide free

reunion this summer, take time to talk about your

one-on-one

health history. Such history can help you identify
your own risk factors for diabetes, heart disease

diabetes, smoking cessation and additional health
topics. And, I can help you find diabetes

and other health problems. Even if you don’t have
signs arid symptoms now, you will know you are

physician.

educational

information

about

screenings and resources if you do not have a

at risk. Knowing your likelihood to contract a

As a registered nurse of Bayfront Medical

disease such as diabetes is the first and one of the

Center, I can talk with you about medications and

most important steps to preventing an actual

offer you an individualized health assessment.

onset. Remember, you can control your health, or

There is no charge. I also teach an ongoing

your health can control you.

diabetes class on Mondays at 5:30-6:30 p.m. at

Here are some steps you can take to decrease
your risk:
•
Eat in moderation. You don’t need to give
up foods you love, just find ways to fix high
calorie and fat-content meals differently. Portion
size is key. Use smoked turkey as a substitute for
pork when flavoring your food.
•
Eat whole grains, fruits and vegetables.
•
Add a healthy amount of physical activity
into your daily life. Walk, run or ride a bike for at
least 30 minutes, as often as possible.
•
Keep your weight controlled or follow a
specific plan to lose weight if you are overweight.

the St. Petersburg Free Clinic. No need to call

ahead. Just come on

by.

My mission is to improve the health of the

community I serve and that includes you. Stop by
and see all the great services and resources (many
free) JRC provides. To schedule a personal

consultation, call me at (727) 824-8121. To
schedule an appointment with a physician, call the

main JRC number at (727) 821-6701.

Darrell

Hackney

young

women

and

men

in

the

The Celebrity Basketball Game was one of

Free Business Counseling at
the City of St. Petersburg's
Business Assistance Center
The City of St. Petersburg's Business
Assistance Center (BAC) continues to offer free
business counseling for business start-ups as well
as for those wishing to expand and grow their
business. The University of South Florida's Small
Business
Development
Center , provides
counseling at the BAC on Monday's and
Wednesday's from 8:30 a.m. - 3:30p.m.
"Counselors to America's Small Business,"
provides counseling at theBAC on Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. Tampa
Bay Black Business Investment Corporation
provides access to business loans and credit
counseling on Tuesdays, by appointment. In
addition to receiving assistance with start-up
procedures, clients may also schedule
appointments with specific counselors to receive

assistance with an array of business-related topics
including, but not limited to, marketing,
accounting,
buying/selling businesses,
manufactoring and human resources. Meetings
with the business counselors are by appointment
only, so call the Business Assistance Center today
at 893-7146 to schedule your free business
counseling session. USF counseling sessions
during the weeks of 9/9 and 9/16 will begin at
9:00 a.m. Note: The Business Assistance Center
also offers free business workshops. Please visit
our web site at www.stpete.org/bac to review our
detailed training calendar. The Business
Assistance Center Suite 301 is located at: 33 6th
Street South (Comer of 1st Ave. S. and 6th St.) St.
Petersburg, Florida 33701 Tel: (727) 893-7146

July is UV Safety Month
Sunglasses Are More Than A Fashion
Statement
We all know it’s important to use sunscreen to protect our skin
from the sun's harmful raysj but what about protection for our eyes?
In recognition of UV Safety Month, the Pinellas County Health
Department encourages you to protect your eyes, and your
children’s eyes, by wearing sunglasses and wide-brimmed hats any
time you are outdoors

•
Protect your eyes
• Are comfortable to wear
•
Do not distort colors.
And don't let the color of the lens or the price tag mislead you.
Many $10 sunglasses provide equal or greater protection than you’d
find in a $100 pair.

Sunglasses help you in two important ways.* They filter light
and they protect your eyes from damaging ultraviolet (UV) rays.
During the summer months the level of UV radiation from the sun
is three times greater than in the winter.

In addition to damage caused by repeated sun exposure over
time, you need to protect your eyes from damage caused by a single
day in the sun. Excessive exposure to UV light reflected off sand,
snow or pavement can bum your eye's surface. Similar to sunburns,
eye surface bums usually disappear within a couple of days, but
may lead to further complications later in life.

Exposure to UV rays can damage your eyes. Long-term
exposure can lead to cataracts, macular degeneration or skin cancer
around the eyelids. The more exposure to UV light, the greater your
chances of developing these serious eye problems.
You should always wear sunglasses and a wide-brimmed hat
when you are outdoors - even when’it’s overcast - so you can
protect your eyes. Make sure your children do the same.

Choose sunglasses that:
•
Reduce glare
,
•
Filter out 99 to 100 percent of UV-A and UV-B rays (this
information should be on the label)

Children are at special risk from the harmful effects of UV,
since their eyes do not have the same ability as adults to protect
from UV radiation. Here are some helpful suggestions for choosing
sunglasses for children:
•
Check to make sure the sunglasses fit well.
•
Choose sunglasses that fit your child's lifestyle. Lenses
should be impact resistant and should not pop out of the frames,
•
Choose lenses that are large enough to shield the eyes from
most angles,
•
Find a wide-brimmed hat for your child to wear along with
the sunglasses.

THE NEW 1590 AM WRXB
SERVING THE COMMUNITIES
FOR OVER 3 DECADES AND
STILL GOING STRONG!
• The best gospel music in Tampa Bay that will lift your spirits.

Tune in daily from 6 a.m: -1 p.m.
• Midday cafe plays today’s R&B and classic soul music from yesterday. 1

p.m. - 7 p.m• Party blues & oldies as we walk you back down memory lane listening
to your favorite music. 7 p.m -10 p.m.

•The Bedtime mix with Intimate sessions is music that is nice, slow and
easy. 10 p.m.-12 p.m.

Law Enforcement Lieutenant
Position #4646
Annual Salary: $51,500 - $60,000
Deadline date: 7/26/07
Minimum Qualifications: Meet requirements of Chapter 943, Florida Statute; possess Florida Law Enforcement certification,
certificate of completion, or current enrollment in a commission equivalency of training academy. Associate’s degree or
equivalent college hours are required; three years of law enforcement or military experience may substitute for required college

• The very best jazz for your listening pleasure! Every Sunday from 6

p.m. - 8 p.m.

education. Five years law enforcement experience; excellent general management and administrative skills; working knowledge
of police and security management methods, philosophies, law enforcement practices and legal issues; technical knowledge of
computerized systems, which support the wide variety of applications used in the law enforcement and business professions;
excellent oral and written communication and interpersonal skills; must be a self starter and possess strong character; ability to
take direction and complete tasks without reminders.
Preferred Qualifications: Bachelor’s degree, campus law enforcement experience, and supervisory experience.
Applicant must pass a physical examination, psychological examination, and background investigation including fingerprint
check through the FBI.

For Marketing and Promotions
Contact Donza Drummond
at (727) 821-9947
email: ddwrxb@yahoo.com

Send completed USF Application for Employment (Cover Letter & Resume may be included) to:
Pearl Williamson, williams@stpt.usf.edu, (727) 873-4465
or
University of South Florida St. Petersburg

Attn: Pearl Williamson
140 Seventh Avenue South, BAY 206
St. Petersburg, Florida 33701

Request line (727) 864-1600
OFFICE (727)

327-WRXB (9792)

2060 1st Avenue North

St. PETERSBURG, FL 33713
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STATE NEWS
VERIZON

Lt. Governor Kottkamp Tours
SunSmart School
TALLAHASSEE - Lt.
Governor Jeff Kottkamp today
toured the new solar energy
system at Admiral Farragut
Academy in St. Petersburg. The
Lt. Governor praised the
exploration
of renewable
energy sources as well as the
Lt. Govenor public-private partnership that
provided funding for the
Kottkamp
project. He also discussed the
importance of the Serve, to
Preserve Florida Summit on Global Climate
Change which will be held July 12-13, 2007, in
Miami.
“By exploring renewable energy sources, we
are focusing on an issue that will affect the lives of
Floridians for generations to come,” said Lt.
Governor Kottkamp. “The search for cleaner fuels
and improved energy efficiency leads to
tremendous business opportunities, and it is our
goal to put Florida at the forefront of those
opportunities.”
Admiral Farragut Academy received funding
for the solar energy system through the SunSmart
Schools Program, administered by the Florida
Solar Energy Center (FSEC), a research institute
of the University of Central Florida. As part of the
SunSmart program, FSEC partnered with Progress
Energy to provide the 2100 watt photovoltaic
(solar electricity) demonstration unit for the
school’s media center.
“Public-private partnerships like the SunSmart
Schools Program enable our state to explore clean
and renewable energy,” said Lt. Governor
Kottkamp. “Improving energy efficiency is one of

I

the many specific actions we can take here in
Florida to address the causes and the effects of
global climate change. Governor Crist and I are
looking forward to exploring solar energy and
other forms of renewable energy later this week at
the Florida Summit on Global Climate Change in
Miami.”

SunSmart Schools:
The solar energy unit at Admiral Farragut
Academy reduces the school’s energy costs and
supplies a percentage of the energy needed to
power the media center. Similar units are currently
functioning in several schools across the state,
with a total of 44 schools planned by the end of the
year. Middleton High School in Tampa serves as a
special needs shelter and is one’ of two schools
outfitted with a larger 10,000 watt demonstration
unit with battery backup capability for use during
an emergency. For more information, please visit
www.fsec .ucf. edu.
Serve to Preserve Florida Summit on
Global Climate Change:
The Serve to Preserve Florida Summit on
Global Climate Change will be held July 12-13,
2007, in Miami. The summit will bring together
policy
makers,
academics,
scientists,
environmentalists and the business community to
discuss the impact of climate change in Florida.
These experts will help develop best practices
related to alternative fuels and emission standards.
The group's strongest recommendations will help
shape procedures for state agencies and future
legislation. For more information, please visit
www.MyFloridaClimate.com.

Workers' Comp Rates To Be Cut
In Half Next Year
TALLAHASSEE (AP)
While Florida
business owners may still be struggling with high
property insurance costs, another major business
expense will go down next year: workers'
compensation assessment rates are set to be cut in
half.
Florida Chief Financial Officer Alex Sink this
week ordered a 50 percent cut in the Workers'
Compensation Administration Trust Fund
assessment rate. The assessment is paid by
workers' comp insurers into a state fund.
The rate will drop to 0.25 percent next year
from 0.50 percent, and has dropped from 2.56
percent five years ago.
The rate cut could result in nearly $20 million
in savings that can be passed on to Florida
employers as lower premiums for workers' comp

PICK OF THE
WEEK!

insurance, Sink said. She credited the economy,
and efforts to cut down on workers' compensation
fraud in making the fbnd healthy enough to slash
rates again.
Also, employers!, who do not comply with
workers' comp laws now pay much more in fines
than they did a few years ago, which has boosted
the fund.
Insurance companies pay into the fund to pay
for the state office that administers and enforces
workers' compensation programs.
Since 2003, workers' compensation rates
charged by insurers have dropped about 40 percent
cumulatively. Industry and regulatory officials say
that since a state law changed in 2003, the
frequency of injured workers' claims has
decreased, mainly because of less fraud and abuse.

04-12-22
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One of the ways that Mrs. Robinson
supports
African-American
and
other
communities in the South is through the Verizon
Foundation. Verizon Foundation is the
philanthropic arm of Verizon and is one of the
largest corporate foundations in the world. With a
focus on Education and Safety and Health in the
21st century, the foundation supports Verizon's
vision of advancing technology that touches
people's life.
The Verizon Foundation was one of the
sponsors of the recent Annual National
Educational Computing Conference at Atlanta’s
World Congress Center.
“Verizon Thinkfinity” is the cornerstone
of Verizon Foundation’s Literacy, Education and
Technology initiatives and will be a big part of the
Atlanta conference.
Thinkfinity is the cornerstone of Verizon
Foundation’s Literacy, Education and Technology
initiatives. Thinkfinity, which means “endless
possibilities for learning,” is designed to improve
learning in traditional settings and beyond the
classroom by providing high-caliber content and
professional development needed to improve
student achievement - anytime, anywhere, at no
cost.
“Verizon held a workshop that featured
legendary actor James Earl Jones and nine-yearold author Adora Svitak and discussed and
demonstrated “Thinkfinity” on-line content

1-4 2-6 4-3

3-8 6-5 7-2

If your social, civic, business or community organiza
tion is interested in inviting Michelle Robinson to
speak to your group or- if you are interested in
Verizon “Thinkfinity” or Verizon telecommunica
tions, contact Julie C. Smith, Regional Director of
External Affairs, Southern Region Verizon; phone
770-284-4475; e-mail julie.c.smith@verizon.com

DOH STAFF TO PARTICIPATE IN
AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL
SOCIETY ON THE ABUSE OF
CHILDREN COLLOQUIUM
TALLAHASSEE - The Florida Department
of Health (DOH) Children’s Medical Services
Division of Prevention and Intervention will
proudly feature presenters at the 15th Annual
American Professional Society on the Abuse of
Children (APSAC) Colloquium in Boston,
Massachusetts from July 11th-14th.
The
APSAC Colloquium works to further professional
excellence in the field of child maltreatment
through interdisciplinary professional education.
“Florida is a state at the forefront of child
protection and abuse prevention,” Deputy
Secretary of Health for Children’s Medical
Services (CMS), Joseph J. Chiaro, M.D., FAAP
said. “The involvement of so many CMS staff is
a testament to our strong reputation as leaders in
this area.”
Children’s Medical Services (CMS) Division
of Prevention and Intervention works to promote
the safety and well being of Florida’s children by
providing specialized services to children with
special health care needs or those who have

alleged to be abused or neglected. Colloquium
sessions conducted by CMS staff will include
“Lessons Learned from Child Abuse Death
Review Teams,” “Establishing a National Child
Interviewer Certificate Program,” “Assessment of
Sexualized Behavior in Children Under Twelve:
Strategies and complexities,” “Child Abuse
Fatalities: A Mixed Methods Analysis of Mental
Health Correlates,” and a session on how to build
relationships with state chapters to better serve
children and families in need.
The American Professional Society on the
Abuse of Children (APSAC) is a non-profit
national organization focused on meeting the
needs of professionals engaged in all. aspects of
services for maltreated children and their families.
APSAC’s mission is to improve the ability of
professionals to respond to children and families
affected by abuse and violence. For information
about APSAC, visit the Web site at
http://apsac.finhi.usf.edu/.

RELIABLE GOVERNMENTAPPROVED HOUSING
COUNSELING SERVICES
AVAILABLE IN FLORIDA

DOG DAYS

18-24-37

157 241 357

continuedfrom frontpage

applications for students and teachers,” said
Robinson, “One of our primary efforts at the
conference was to show how schools can use the
Internet to enhance learning. I believe the Internet
is a powerful tool and if used correctly, it can be a
helping hand in a child’s education.”
Michelle Robinson is leading the
initiative to make the Internet a safer place for
intellectual learning as well, both in school and at
home. She is keenly aware of the hidden dangers
that are frequently associated with it and wants to
ensure that the Internet is an environment that
everyone, young and old, can use at will and
without fear. By providing the needed resources
she plans to empower the consumers by letting the
people she serves devise the safety solutions they
see as best.
Under Michelle Robinson’s leadership,
Verizon Foundation and Verizon Business often
seeks grant proposals from non-profjt
organizations in Southern States that are involved
in programs that address Internet safety.

The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development is encouraging all Florida residents
interested in owning a home, refinancing their
mortgage or taking steps to avoid foreclosure to
contact a local housing counseling agency for fair
and reliable advice. With over 2,300 HUDapproved counseling centers throughout the
country, these community-based facilities can
educate homebuyers on how to purchase a home,
avoid predatory lenders and assist current
homeowners facing possible foreclosure.
“In this ever-changing market, it is critical
that families have a safe place to turn to ask
questions and get help,” HUD Secretary
Alphonso Jaekson said. “We want to help people
obtain the educational tools they need to steer
clear of mortgage scams and find homes they can
afford. Housing counseling agencies are a onestop-shop to provide Florida families with
reliable advice that helps them maneuver through
the homebuying process, avoid hazardous
situations, and ensure the American Dream of
homeownership remains a safe, long-term

&
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investment.”
A recent HUD-sponsored homeownership
summit found that half of all homeowners facing
foreclosure are afraid to contact their lender or
bank for assistance. However, most were willing
to speak with a local non-profit counseling
agency, but did not know how to contact them.
The key to avoiding scams or being steered
into accepting a risky loan is the ability to
diligently read and comprehend the fine print of a
mortgage while also not being worried about
asking for help when needed.
Housing
counseling agencies can help homeowners act
prudently when making informed financial
decisions, while also avoiding high-risk, highcost loans that place them at greater risk of
foreclosure,
Recognizing the importance of financial
education, the Bush administration has increased
the housing counseling budget from $13 million
to $41 million since 2001 - over a 200 percent
increase. President Bush has proposed another
increase - to $50 million - in Fiscal Year 2008.
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NATIONAL NEWS
Ark. Scores Show Narrowing Of Sharpton, Lowery, others hold
vigil for Genarlow Wilson
Gap Between Blacks, Whites
year's scores on state standardized tests show a

74 percent this year. In third-grade literacy, the

accepted plea deals in the case.
Wilson was also offered a plea before his trial

narrowing of the achievement gap between white

percentage increased from 57 percent last year to

but rejected it. On June 11, Monroe County

and black students in Arkansas, while Hispanic

59 percent this year.
There were some decreases, though. The

Genarlow Wilson should be freed from prison and

LITTLE ROCK (AP) - For the first time, this

students trailed.

math scores increased from 67 percent last year to

Superior Court Judge Thomas Wilson ruled that

Education Commissioner Ken James said

percentage of fourth-graders scoring proficient

not be listed on Georgia's sex offender registry.

Thursday that scores on the Arkansas Benchmark

and advanced on the literacy benchmarks dropped

The judge called the 10-year mandatory sentence

exams improved this year, while performance on

from 61 percent last year to 59 percent this year.

“a grave miscarriage of justice” that violated the

the Iowa Test of Basic Skills remained stable

The percentage of eight-graders performing at

compared to last year's scores. Scores on End of

that level on literacy benchmarks also dropped

DOUGLASVILLE, Ga. (AP) - Standing on

constitution.
Attorney General Thurbert Baker

Course exams in algebra and geometry dropped.

the steps of the Douglas County Courthouse, the

immediately

Rev. A1 Sharpton embraced the mother and sister
of Genarlow Wilson, joining hundreds of

criticism from civil rights activists.
The Georgia Supreme Court is set to hear the

supporters Thursday in continuing to demand
Wilson's immediate release from prison.

latest appeal in October.

James noted that, in most instances, the gap in

from 66 percent to 63 percent.
In Arkansas, about 343,000 students took the

Benchmark scores between black students and

Iowa Test of Basic Skills, while about 36,700

white students narrowed for the first time.

students took the algebra End of Course tests and

“Not only did the gap narrow, but it narrowed

about 32,000 took the geometry tests. More than

appealed

that

ruling,

drawing

Bernstein is also appealing Douglas County

Joined by clergy and civil rights activists,

Superior Court Judge David Emerson's ruling that

achievement increased across the board,” James

On the Iowa Test, composite scores ranged

Sharpton said Wilson's case, a 10-year prison

Wilson was ineligible for bond under Georgia law.

said. “We're pleased with that substantial growth

from the 48th percentile in the ninth grade to the

sentence for receiving oral sex while a teen from

at

the

same

time

that

African-American

in particular areas.”

207,000 students took the benchmark tests.

62nd percentile in the fourth grade. A student

Benchmark results fall in four categories:

below basic, basic, proficient and advanced.

scoring at the 50th percentile performed better
than half of his counterparts nationwide.

In third-grade math, the gap in proficient and

The

percentage

of students

performing

advanced scores between blacks and whites

proficient or above in the End of Course exams

narrowed from 33 percent last year to 27 percent

for algebra dropped from 65 percent last year to

The Rev. Raphael G. Warnock, pastor of
Ebenezer Baptist Church in Atlanta, argued that

a 15-year-old is a national one.
“This boy is not only her son, he's your son,

he's my son,” Sharpton told the cheering crowd.

public protest must continue since the legal
wrangling in the case has not freed Wilson.
“If you think it's hot today...it's going to be a

“We're here today because what affects you

very hot summer,” Warnock told the crowd.

affects all of us.”

State lawmakers also attended the rally at the

Many in the crowd of mostly black supporters

courthouse, where a bond hearing scheduled for
Thursday was canceled earlier this week after the

held signs with slogans like, “Free Genarlow”

this year. The gap in third-grade literacy scores

61 percent this year. For End of Course geometry

narrowed from 29 percent last year to 23 percent.

exams, that number dropped from 60 percent to

While the gap was narrowing between blacks

judge rilled Wilson was ineligible for bond while

and whites, James noted the state witnessed a

59 percent.
The percentage of 11th graders scoring

an oft-repeated chant during the rally, “Justite
Now” and “Respect Judge Wilson's decision.”

he appeals his sentence.

The issues of race and class came up in many of

widening in the difference between the scores of

proficient or above in literacy End of Course

State Rep. Alisha Thomas Morgan said that

Hispanics and whites.

exams rose from 45 percent last year to 51 percent

like the prison sentence for Vice President Dick

the speeches.
“If he had a different complexion and a

this year.

Cheney's former chief of staff I. Lewis “Scooter”

different connection, we wouldn't be here,”

The state is developing an “augmented” test
that will combine the benchmark exams with the

Libby,

James said much of the gap for Hispanic

students was because of federal rules requiring
many students with limited English skills to take

the

exam,

which

was

commuted

Monday

by

black boy, and finishing high school is the

than

Iowa Test in an attempt to cut down the amount of
time spent preparing for the separate tests. James

“Genarlow is the face of many other young

translation from their native languages.

said the combined test, which will be used next

black men who have received injustice,” Thomas

spring, will help speed up the amount of time

Morgan said. “Somebody's got to stand up for

before test Results are released.

them.”

Benchmark

rather

Overall, benchmark exam scores generally
improved over the past year. The percentage of

third-graders scoring proficient and advanced on

WAGES

minimum wage amounts. The new Federal
Minimum Wage will not raise the minimum cash

continuedfrom front page

wage paid to tipped employees. They will

continue to receive a minimum of $2.13 an hour,
some states:
Nine states already have a state minimum

plus tips, unless they are covered by a state law

wage at or above the newly adopted Federal

don't bring their overall wage payments up to the

Minimum Wage rate of $7.25. In those states with

new minimum wage amounts, their employer will

a higher minimum wage than the Federal

have to make up the difference.

that requires a higher amount. Note: if their tips

4. Creditor garnishment amounts may change

Minimum Wage, workers covered by the state
minimum wage law must receive the larger state

The increases in the federal minimum wage

minimum wage amount. Those states include:
California, Connecticut, Hawaii, Illinois,

may alter the amount that can be garnished from a

worker's pay to repay a debt. The federal

Massachusetts, Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont,

Consumer Credit Protection Act (CCPA) sets the

and Washington.

maximum garnishment limit (for debts other than

3. Tipped employees' cash wages won't

child support or tax levies) as the lesser of: 25% of

increase
Tipped employees (workers that receive more

the employee's disposable earnings for the week;

or the amount the worker's disposable earnings

than $30 a month in tips) may be paid at a lower

(gross pay minus taxes) exceed 30 times the

minimum rate of $2.13 per hour, with tips

current minimum hourly wage.

“It is a sad day when prison is routine for a

President Bush, Wilson's punishment was also

alternatives that provided more assistance in

regular

Sharpton said of Wilson.

excessive and should be reduced.

exception,” Warnock said.

Lowery called Thursday's rally a sign of a new

era.
“No longer will we be apathetic,” he said.

Wilson, now 21, is serving a 10-year
mandatory sentence for aggravated child

“The criminal justice system is where we must

molestation stemming from a 2003 New Year's

of life in this country.”

target our energy. It is the most dangerous aspect

Eve Party where he was captured on videotape

Supporters vowed to return to Douglas

receiving oral sex from a 15-year-old girl. The law
has since been changed by Georgia lawmakers,

County on July 14, and to keep coming back until

but the state's top court said the new law could not

Wilson is released.
“If you don't let Genarlow out of jail, maybe

be applied retroactively.

some of us need to go in the jail,” Sharpton said.

Wilson was also charged in 2003 with raping
a 17-year-old girl at the party, but a jury acquitted

“Whatever it takes, we are not going to let this

go.”

him of the charges. Five other male partygoers

Classified Ads
FOR REN T
Now available for rent
1/1,2/1,3/1 houses and apartments

YOU’RE APPROVEDI!

All have new paint, new carpets,

supplementing this payment up to the increased

upgrades throughout and are

r
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.

in mint condition.

Section 8 and vouchers accepted.
Please contact Steve

between 8:30 am - 6pm

Subscription Cost: $15.00 - 6 Mouths (or) $30 - Yearly

Name:__________ ___ _______ :_____________________ .___________ _ _____

Address:________ _____________________________________________________

City/State/Zip: .

If you are 18 and working, You're Approved!
Bankruptcy and Repos are OK
Call 941-400-6587

for rental info at (727) 709-3939

LEADING FINANCIAL INSTITUTION APPROVING SMALL BUSINESS,
MORTGAGE,
VEHICLE, PERSONAL AND DEBT CONSOLIDATION LOANS.
FAST EASY APPROVALS.
GIVE US A CALL TODAY AT 1-800-251-3919.

________________ _________________ ,__ ,__ _ ____ i.___

Phone #:________________ ________________________________________ _ __

wiretoysbypefe.com

Email Address: _ __________ ______________ ____________________ _ ______

New Subscription:________ _ (or) Renewal:

\

Noel (Pete) Colstock, Jr.
Date: ______ ______

Amount Paid: $__________ Cash____ ____

Check___________

Comments: ______ _ ______ _____________________________ _ ___

Payable to: The Weekly Challenger
Mail this form & payment to:
The Weekly Challenger Office:
2500 M.L. King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 896-2922 Fax (727) 823-2568

Make Checks

L

4381 Elkeam Blvd. SE
St Petersburg, FL 33705
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18TH ANNUAL BACK-TO-SCHOOL SPECIAL SECTION!
JULY 25,2007 EDITION
It is the only Back-To-School Advertising Supplement Targeted to African-Americans! It has everything the family of school-

aged children look for: Calendars. Schedules. School System Requirements, Messages from School Officials, articles from

elected officials on education, and critical information every parent and child should know! Use the print medium taps exclu
sively into the unique African-American audience, an audience that is growing at a faster rate than the general population,

and whose total spendable income is increasing, at levels exceeding the population!

She Mwfcht (UbalUngrr Nmspaprr, 3nt
“There's A Reason To Read The Weekly Challenger!”

Your African-American Community Newspaper
(727) 896-2922 (PH) • (727) 823-2568 (FAX)

■H

Don't miss this once a year opportunity!
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F
FULL PAGE
HALF PAGE
QUARTER PAGE
EIGHTH PAGE
BUSINESS CARD SIZE

120 UNITS
60 UNITS
30 UNITS
15 UNITS
3 UNITS

$1000
$650
$350
$200
$30

12.75” x 20”
V = 6.25” x 20” or H = 12.75 x 10”
V = 6.25” x 10” or H = 12.75 x 5”
V = 4” x 7.75” or H = 6.25 x 5”

W = 14” x H = 1.5”
COLOR

$125
$150

1 COLORS
2 COLORS
PROCESS COLOR

V = VERTICAL

H = HORIZONTAL

$200

SPACE DEADLINE DATE: JULY 20,2007 • COPY DEADLINE DATE: JULY 23,2007 AT NOON!

2007 INF1NITI
G35 Journey Sedan

2007 INFINITI
0X56 4x4

Mercedes-Benz
ve”?
^EXCLUSIVE,
2007
2007
LOKEY
Mercedes-Benz C230 SPECIALS
“*“/ itMercedes-Benz E350

Z

c

JH*’*

S-.iXT i ........

ONLY

PER ,
MO. PLUSTAX

PER
MO.
or MSRP

or MSRP

2 or more at this price

3o6HP-V6-Auto, Leather,
Sunroof, Cruise, Tilt,
Keyless, 6 Disc Player
39 month, 10,000 miles $3,495 cash down, plus 1st
payment, tax, dealer fee, no security fee, residual value
$19,424.55, total down payment $4,995, IFS tease WAC
(tier “o”) Offer ends 6/30/07. In stock units only.

2 or more at this price

2.99%‘u

«'

ONLY'"
PLUS TAX

' 27-Month Lease, 10,000 miles per year, total due at delivery is $5,794.
MSRP of $30,425 with residual $20,993 W.A.C.
STOCK #7A574. Offer ends 6/30/07

33-Month Lease, 10,000 miles per year, total due at delivery is $5,795.
MSRP of $52,025 with residual $33,296 W.A.C.
. STOCK #7A539. Offer ends 6/30/07

Mercedes-Benz pre-owned

P TO 60 MO

1999 thru 2006
E Class

1999 thru 2006
C Classes
39 month 10,000 miles, $5,145 cash down plus 1st
payment, tax, dealer fee, no security fee, residual value
$28,342.80, total down payment $6,645, IFS, Lease, WAC.
*Must have 720 or better credit score. Offer ends 6/30/07

Pre-Owned Certified INFINITI
2003-2006 INFINITI G35 Coupe

2003-2006 INFINITI FX35

s22,9OO
See

our

Entire Inventory at

Starting at

Starling at

$10,800

$12,800

* fimited
timito/H availability
avnilahiilitv

IN FINITI TEL:

While Supplies Last

View our entire inventory at lokeyautos.com

19820 U.S. HWY. 19 N., CLEARWATER, FL

19740 U.S. HWY. 19 N., CLEARWATER, FL
INFINITI,

4
J

* limited availability

While Supplies Last

LOKEYAUTOS.COM I

* Loaded
*
with
JjOptions

295-3888

Tel: (866) 296-2626
Dealer not responsible for typographical errors. Preowned pricing plus tax, tag and $699 dealer fee.

While supplies last dealer not responsible for typographical errors, prices plus tax, lax and $699 dealer Fee.
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CELEBRATING BLACK HISTORY IN
MILITARY COMMAND

|3Y I RSI LA ODOM
EDITOR
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Martin Delaney
IW?
Martin Robinson

Delany (May 6,
1812 - January 24,
1885) was an
African-American
abolitionist, arguably

the first proponent
of American black
nationalism and the
first African American

field officer in the
United States Army.
In 1863 after Abraham Lincoln had called
for a military draft, Delany began recruiting
■ black men to the army. His efforts in Rhode
U, Island, Connecticut, and later Cleveland and
Ohio raised thousands of enlistees, many of
whom joined the newly formed United States
. ■
Colored Troops. He wrote to the Secretary of
■
War, Edwin M. Stanton, requesting that he
make efforts "to command all of the effective
■ black men as Agents of the United States," but

■

■

I
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General Benjamin Davis

'

w

the request was ignored.
In early 1865 he was granted an audience
with Lincoln and proposed a corps of black men
led by black officers who, when marched into
the South, would serve to win over Southern
blacks. A similar appeal had been rejected after
it was made by Frederick Douglass, but Lincoln
was impressed by Delany, describing him as "a
most extraordinary and intelligent man."
A few weeks later, Delany was
commissioned as a major, becoming the fust
black line field officer in the, U.S. Army. After
the war, he remained with the Army for a time,
serving under General Rufus Saxton in the 52nd
U.S. Colored Troops. He was later transferred
to the Freedman's Bureau, serving on Hilton
Head, where he shocked white officers with his
oratory and his strong call for the right of freed
blacks to own land. Later in 1865,; he was
mustered out of the Freedman's Bureau and
shortly afterwards left the army.

•'
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General Benjamin Oliver Davis, Jr.
(December 18, 1912 - July 4, 2002) was an
American general, commander of the World
; War II Tuskegee Airmen.
|
Davis was the first African-American
; general in the United States Air Force. During
World War II Davis was commander of the
/ 332nd Fighter Group, which escorted bombers
on air combat missions over Europe. Davis
himself flew sixty missions in P-39, P-40, P-47
and P-51 fighters.
Davis was horn on December 18, 1912, in
Washington, D.C. His father was a U.S. Army
officer, and at the time was stationed in
Wyoming serving as a lieutenant with an all
black cavalry unit. Benjamin O. Davis, Sr.
served 42 years before he was promoted to
brigadier general.
At the age of 14 the younger Davis went
for a flight with a barnstorming pilot at Bolling
Field in Washington, D.C. The experience led

•L-’’ - ' ;
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to his determination to become a pilot
himself He was the first cadet to get his wings!
from the Tuskegee Army Air Field on March 7,1

1942.
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Multinational Force and Observer liaison officer
in Cairo, Egypt.
Returning to Fort Bragg and the 821
Airborne upon completion of his tour in Egypt,
Smith served as the Battalion Operations Office
anfi Battalion Executive Officer for the 3rd
Battalion, 325th Infantry Regiment.
From 1998 to 2000, Smith served as the
Chief of the joint Operations Strategy Branch in
Yongsan, Korea. Upon returning to the United
States from Korea, he was named Battalion
Commander of the First Battalion of the 325th
Infantry Regiment. In 2002 he was moved to
Fort Drum, N.Y. Where he became Battalion
Commander of the 21 Battalion of the 141
Tampa Native John L. Smith Assumes
Regiment
of the 101 Mountain Division.
Brigade Command
Colonel Smith led this Battalion through two
On July 8, 2007, Colonel John L. Smith combat tours in support of "Operation Iraqi
assumed Command of the 158th Infantry Freedom."
Upon returning from Iraq, Smith was
Brigade First Army Division East. He was bom
selected
to attend the United States War College
in Tampa, Florida at the former Clara Frye
at
Maxwell
Air Force Base, Alabama. Upon
+ i Hospital and spent his early years in Progress
Village in. Tampa. At an early age his urfcle, graduating from the War College, Colonel Smith
■Sargeant Major Ralph Smith (deceased), the became Third Army Commander's Initiatives
brother of former Florida A&M University Officer. During this period he also launched a
President Dr. Walter L. Smith, began to guide non-profit campaign to build a "Memorial" in
little John toward an Army career. Ralph who Honor of the Soldiers who made the ultimate
spent 32 years in the United States Army and sacrifice while in combat in Iraq. The monument
fought in the Korean and Vietnam Wars enticed has been completed and presently stands on the
military base at Fort Drum, N.Y.
John to become interested in parachuting.
Colonel Smith is a graduate of the Airborne,
A junior ROTC Cadet in high school, John
was recruited to North Georgia College, Air Assault, Ranger, Pathfinder, and Jumpmaster
formerly known as North Georgia Military Schools. His awards include two Bronze Star
«College for boys. There he received a number of Medals, the Defense Meritorious Service Award,
awards and like his uncle Ralph decided to two Meritorious Service Medals, the joint
Service Commendation Medal, three Army
ft become a paratrooper.
Commendation
Medals,
the,.
Expert
After qualifying as a paratrooper and
Badge,
the
Combat
■ ^graduating from the Infantry Officers Advance Infantryman's
Infantryman's
Badge,
the
Master
Parachutist
Course, he became a Battalion Logistics Officer
in the 821 Airborne. He then became Assistant Badge, and numerous expeditionary awards.
In addition to his military honors, Colonel
■Operations Officer and commanded CSC and
Smith
was awarded the Florida Bar Foundation's
Delta Companies with distinction in the 5051
■Infantry Regiment. After Company Command, non-lawyers Medal of Honor. This award was
gjj Colonel Smith became the Operations Team presented to him in recognition of a ‘ special
■ Chief for the XVIII Airborne Corps Emergency program he developed in concert with the
Tallahassee Barrister's Association to prevent
Deployment Readiness Exercise Section.
high
school dropouts among African-American
In 1990, Smith was assigned to Florida
males
in the Leon County School System in
A&M University as Assistant Professor of
Military Science. While there he also earned the Tallahassee, Florida.
Colonel Smith is married to Tesesa Clay,
Masters Degree in educational leadership. He
Smith
and they have two Children: Nicole and
later graduated from the Command and General
Staff College, and was assigned as the Jonathan and one grandchild Kaliyah.
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General Colin Powell
General Colin
Luther
Powell,
United States Army
(Ret.) (bom April 5,
1937) is a former
American military
eader and statesman.

IHiHe became the first
African-American
to be confirmed as
United
States
Secretary of State. As the 65th United States
■Secretary of State (2001-05) under President
George W. Bush, Powell became the highest
ranking African-American government official

in the history of the United States. Upon his
appointment as Secretary of State, Powell
became the highest-ranking person of African
descent in the executive branch and the federal
government, and prior to that, was the highestranking person of African descent in the military.:
As a General in the United States Army,:
Powell also served as National Security Advisor
(1987-1989) and as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs?
of Staff (1989-1993), holding the latter position:
during the Gulf War. He was the first and (to I

date) only African-American to serve on the ;
Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Source: wikipedia.com s
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TONY H. PURDY', Boca Ciega Graduate,
Is 2nd In Command at Fort Bliss

On June 20, 2007, the proud mother and
stepfather, Elizabeth and Eugene LeShore were
presented roses and a military coin as part of
the United States Army Garrison Command
Fort Bliss C'hange of Responsibility ceremony
n
for Command Sergeant Major (CSM) Tony H. ’
Purdy Command Sergeant Major Tony H.
Purdy was born in Gainesville, Florida and
raised in St. Petersburg, Florida, graduating concurrent priorities in performance of critical!
from Boca Ciega High School in 1977. “As a environments enabled him to serve in a variety
child said Mrs. LeShore, “he was a good kid, of leadership positions including: Battalion ||
had a willing hand and was a very giving Command Sergeant Major, Bliss, Texas; First
Sergeant; Air Defense Artillery Observers
person." "Still is today,” added Mr. LeShore.
This is a very proud time for the entire Controller at the National Training Center at
family, with at least four military role models. Fort Irwin, California; Officer Basic Course
John Puidy, his father, served in the army. R.C. Platoon Sergeant; and Drill Sergeant. On
Purdy, his grandfather, served 30 years in the September 1, 2005, Purdy became the
arms 1 imene LeShore, his stepfather, was a Command Sergeant Major of the U.S. Army
marine and is member of Veterans of Foreign Combined Arms Support Battalion. He is a
2003 graduate of the United States Army
His awards and decorations include the
Command Sergeant Major Tony H. Purdy
Army
Meritorious Service Medal, Army
enlisted in the Army in January 1979 and
immediately . underwent Basic Combat Commendation Medal, Army Achievements
Training (BCT) and Advanced Individual Medal, Army Good Conduct Medal, Unit
Award, Army Drivers Badge, and the Army
Training (AIT) at Fort Bliss, Texas.
Some of his assignments include tours at Drill Sergeant Badge. . «
; He currently resides in El Paso, Texas and
Fort Stewart, Georgia; Fort Jackson, South
is
married to the former Leslie S. Houston of I
Carolina; Fort Bliss, Texas; Fort Lee, Virginia;
and overseas assignments in Korea, Germany, Mt. Morris, Michigan.
Kuwait and
Southwest Asia.
His
demonstrated ability to lead and manage

Henry Ripper
Henry Ossian Flipper (March 21, 1856-May 3, 1940) was an
American soldier and the first black American cadet to graduate
from the United States Military Academy (West Point)
Flipper was bom into slavery in Thomasville, Georgia on March
21.1856. the eldest of five brothers. His mother was a slave of the
Reverend Reuben H. Lucky, a Methodist minister, and his father^
Festus Flipper, a shoemaker and carriage-trimmer, was slave of
Ephraim G. Ponder, a wealthy slave dealer.
Flipper attended Atlanta University when Reconstruction began.
There, as a freshman, Representative J.C. Freeman appointed him to
attend West Point, where there were already four other black Cadets. The small group had a
difficult time at the academy, where they were rejected by the white students. Nevertheless,
Hipper persevered and in 1877 became the first of the group to graduate, becoming a second
lieutenant in the U.S. Army cavalry (and the first black commissioned officer in the United ii
Stales)
He was assigned to command the 10th Cavalry Regiment, one of the four all-black Buffalo
Soldier regiments in the army, and became the first blaek commander of a regiment (previously,
even all-black regiments were commanded by white officers).

Do you know of someone who should be celebrated for their military
accomplishments? Tell us about them. Call 727-896-2922
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SPORTS NEWS
Bonds makes All-Star Splash

Venus Ends Remarkable Run
With Fourth Title

BY RONALD BLUM

the 1993 All-Star game at Baltimore. Players

AP BASEBALL WRITER

speculated he was pushed up that high in order to

Wimbledon ranked No. 31. "I never would doubt

get him extra at-bats.
David Wright of the Mets, hitting fifth in the

myself that way."
Even after missing time with a left wrist

NL order, wanted to savor the moment.

injury? Even after being two points from defeat

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Barry Bonds made
the biggest splash, and he didn't even hit in the

Home Run Derby.

“It's going to be a great story to tell my kids,

against a teenager ranked 59th in the first round?

The Angels' Vladimir Guerrero beat Toronto's

my grandchildren that I got a chance to not only

Even after trailing 5-3 in the final set against

Alex Rios 3-2 in Monday night's derby final and
hit the longest drive, a 503-foot shot in front of the

suit up with Barry but provide some protection for

Ken Griffey Jr., as well,” he said. “It's just an

someone ranked 71st in the third?
There really wasn't a smidgen of surprise that

oversized baseball glove behind the left-field

incredible honor. It's something I'll always

she once more got to clutch the Venus Rosewater

remember.”

Dish, as the Wimbledon champion's plate happens

seats.

Bonds decided not to take part, disappointing

The streets of San Francisco were filled with

fans in the ballpark and ratings-hungry baseball

baseball fans who crowded the cable cars that

to be known?
"For me? No/' she said. "I just have to go out

executives. He's done it six times before and didn't

climbed Nob and Russian Hills and found their

there and execute. I have the experience and

want to exert himself at age 42.

way down to Fisherman's Wharf and its indelible

“I love Barry,” the New York Yankees' Alex

view of the rust-colored Golden Gate Bridge. The

everything to do it."
It was similar to the performance turned in by

Rodriguez said. “I wish he was there because I'm
watching it arid I want to see great players hit. It

morning fog burned off and AT&T sparkled, its

Williams' younger sister Serena in January, when

flags flapping in the breeze.

would have been awesome to watch him hit some

No one in the derby had a true “splash hit”

over the right-field fence and into the cove.

into McCovey Cove.”
Bonds stood near the third-base dugout and
watched, talking with A-Rod. Baseball's prodigy

the

When

All-Stars

last

came

to

San

Francisco, the Giants played south of downtown

and pariah, Bonds will be batting second for the

in Candlestick Park, known for its chill and stiff

National League in Tuesday’s All-Star game rather

wind. There were 21 strikeouts in the 1984 game,

than his customary cleanup spot.

highlighted by Gary Carter's home run off Dave

“I'm hitting fourth?” Ken Griffey Jr. said

Stieb in a 3-1 NL win. The game took just 2 hours,

incredulously. “Just tell him to get the guys over

29 minutes so fast that it still was daylight when

forme.”

the postgame fireworks went off.

Then there was the 1961 affair at Candlestick,

Bonds was the center of attention as baseball's

when Stu Miller was blown off the mound for a

midsummer celebration returned to San Francisco

balk.

For once Bonds could bask in the sunlight that

Bell Park and then SBC Park, was built partly

filled the Giants' ballpark by the bay and the
attention of adoring hometown fans, the dual

com boom. It's south of Market Street and

burden of steroid suspicions and his chase for

protected somewhat from the wind, but players

Hank Aaron's home-run record lifted for a few

say it can be treacherous.

from the Silicon Valley wealth created in the dot

“The

wind just

blows,”

St.

Cardinals' Albert Pujols said. “It's probably the

toughest park in the National League for a right-

judgment and have not given me that opportunity
just to know me,” he said. “People in San

handed hitter.”
Oakland's Dan Haren (10-3) and San Diego's

Francisco know me.”

Jake Peavy (9-3) were picked as the starting

In a silver vest and fashionable tie, Bonds sat

pitchers. The American League carried a nine-

behind a comer table in the grand ballroom of the

Westin St. Francis hotel by Union Square,

game winning streak in All-Star games played to a
decision, with 2002's notorious 7-7, 11-inning tie

surrounded by media a dozen deep as he spoke for

at Milwaukee in the middle.

an hour before the Home Run Derby. At the other

Homefield advantage for the World Series is at

end of the ornate room, Griffey craned his neck

stake for the fifth consecutive season. A-Rod

around Dodgers reliever Takashi Saito to get a

joked that he used to be back home by the time the

look.
Later at the ballpark, fans cheered and chanted

the late innings.

only last week, Williams knew she had the game
and the grit to grab it.
Oh, how her serves and strokes sizzle on the

grass of Centre Court.

Williams became the lowest-ranked woman to win
Wimbledon, beating Marion Bartoli of France 6-4,

Williams said, "we just have so much more to give
on the court."
Bartoli, who hits two-fisted forehands and
backhands, learned that lesson quickly.

She hadn't faced Williams anywhere, let alone

on grass -- where balls skid more than they bounce
-- and Bartoli quickly discovered it was like

nothing she'd ever experienced on a tennis court.
By the end, she was flexing her wrists and

shaking her hands, trying to alleviate the sting

All England Club.
"I was really motivated because no one picked
me to win. They didn't even say, 'She can't win.'
They weren't even talking about me," said

Williams, who reached No. 1 in 2002 but entered

from Williams' serves at up to 125 mph.

"I'm not playing against girls every day hitting
the balls like this," Bartoli said. "I mean, it's not

possible to beat her. She's just too good."

final out was made and now he sticks around for

“Barry! Barry!” as he hit mostly liners and

By then, Bonds will have received several

grounders during batting practice. He did send a

standing ovations. Among the stars, he's revered,

few drives out toward the right- and center-field

not reviled.

Bonds hasn't started a regular-season game in

Far away as that trophy might have appeared

"As long as we're fit," the 27-year-old

Louis

“My thing is that I feel disappointed in some

one diving into the chilly water to fish out a ball.

seemed, Venus Williams knew it could happen.

the Williams siblings. Nor does recent form.
If they are in a tournament, they can win it.

Copyright 2007 by The Associated Press
the

of those fans that were influenced by a third-party

seats. He hit seven homers in all, and fans in
kayaks and rafts awaited his single splash shot,

WIMBLEDON,
England
(AP)
Improbable as this Wimbledon title might have

6-1 Saturday for her fourth championship at the

The new ballpark, originally known at Pacific

days.

Clearly, rankings mean nothing when it comes to

With a dominant run through the latter rounds,

Loved and loathed, admired and assailed,

for the first time in 23 years.

she won the Australian Open while ranked 81st.

Venus Williams

JNew Negro rnbi Baseball

“Just ask the guys in this room or the NL room

and you'll find a lot of fans of Barry Bonds,”
Boston's Josh Beckett said, “because we know
what he's done and how hard it is to do it.”

the No. 2 hole since June 6,1987, according to the

Elias Sports Bureau, although he batted second in

T-SHIRTS. UNIFORMS. SPORTSWEAR. FAMILY REUNIONS. MEMORIALS

PH; (727)823-2500

PH; (727)768-7529

UNIVERSITY

“WE GOT IT!”

Quinn Looking To Take Next
Step With Heat
BY:TIM REYNQLDS

Atkins and Denver's Steve Blake - a South Florida
native - among others. They could sign a player as

MIAMI (AP) - Chris Quinri knows the Miami

early as Wednesday when the free agency window

CUSTOM WEAR FOR YOUR CUSTOM NEEDS

Heat have spent plenty of time this off season

1550 16TH ST. S.

trying to add another point guard. Over the next

opens.
But Quinn doesn't let the Heat's pursuit of

week, he gets to audition for a piece of that job.

others bother him.

EMU 8CORPIO82109@YAHOO.COM
GRAPHICS. SCREEN PRINTING. EMBROIDERT. BANNERS. SIGNS A MORE I

Quinn will be the primary ball handler for

“I just control what I can control,” Quinn said.

Miami's entry in this season's Orlando summer

“I'll work as hard as I can. I'll play as hard as I

7f you think there might be

league, a six-team event that opens Monday. The

a warrant for your arrest...
Please cell

second-year pro from Notre Dame is the only

can.”
Heat coach and president Pat Riley, who will

member of Miami's current NBA roster on its

not run the summer squad - assistant Erik

summer squad.

Spoelstra draws that responsibility - said he likes

Jr

aEmm

tf JF

• *> «**E>

^41

Avoid the embarrassment of being

ARRESTED!

“I'm very excited to get a flow going,
hopefully play a lot of minutes,” Quinn said.

the progress he's already seen out of Quinn this

summer.

Undrafted a year ago, he signed with the Heat

“He's really strong, he's picked up some

last July and played in four summer league games,

quickness and I think if you play him 25 or 35

putting up extremely modest numbers - 3.8 points

minutes a game he'll show you a game,” Riley

on 31 percent shooting, with five assists and three

said. “I'm confident that he'll play well.”

turnovers in 59 minutes.
But he showed enough court savvy to merit a

training camp invitation and made the Heat's
regular season roster. Quinn played sparingly in

42 games, averaging 9.7 minutes, 3.4 points and
1.5 assists with three double-digit scoring efforts.

Webb’s
Bail
Bond

ISasy Payment
Pians

Coliateral
not always niteded

826
B.
Pete FI. 33707

“This year was

very much

a learning

experience for me,” said the 6-foot-3, 175-pound
Quinn. “I learned a lot about life in the NBA and

also with the veterans we have on our team I was
able to pick up a few things. I know the ropes

better than I did.”

Miami has made securing another point guard

to add depth behind incumbent starter Jason
Williams a priority. The Heat have been linked to
Milwaukee's Mo Williams, Memphis' Chucky

whf jibbmb
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ENTERTAINMENT
jamm ®r
A Cool Thing To Do: Jazz Festivals

1101 First Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

PH- (727) 821-1078
The way temperatures have been soaring in scores of outstanding jazz performers. To name a
the 90’s week after week, we needn’t be reminded few, you can expect to see and hear tenor
about the summer season being upon us. Most of saxophone player Pharaoh Sanders, vocalist Dee
us are looking for “cool” things to do; activities Dee Bridgewater, the fabulous Ahmad Jamad
that won’t cause us to produce a sweat. Sit back Trio, the exciting Herbie Hancock Quartet, the
and check out what a major number of jazz fans electrifying TS Monk Sextet: Monks Music Trio.
do in the heat of the summer, and also in the other Include during these weeks of exceptional music
months as well. After-reading the byline of this talent Toots Thielemans, John McLaughlin, and
column, you already know where I’m going to Ornette Coleman. So, as you can see, it’s going to
take you, and that is straight to the middle of jazz be a stimulating five weeks.
•
festivals and jazz cruises.
Let’s not forget about another hip festival,
There’s no way I’m going to be able to cover Sedona Jazz On The Rocks Festival, Sedona,
all of the many jazz festival and jazz cruise events Arizona. The promoters will be doing their thing
that are held in the United States and abroad. starting Wednesday, September 26 and ending on
However, I’m going to touch lightly on some of Sunday, September 30. I first heard about this
them, so that if your “jazz taste buds” are whetted festival from my best friends Joe and Nita
enough, and you decide to attend one of them, Shepard when they relocated to Phoenix from
you’ll have an idea of to what is happening. Morristown, New Jersey. Being devoted jazz
Okay! Let’s get to it!
fans, they immediately became frequent attendees
Here in St. Petersburg, 99.9% of jazz fans at this special event. On many occasions, after
know about the Clearwater Jazz Holiday. This attending the festival, they called to fill me in on
event focuses mostly on smooth jazz, and fans everything they had seen and heard. At this years
have either attended or at least heard of it. This all day jazz fest, the talent will include Stanley
year it will held from October 18 - 21, 2007 at Jordan, Larry Gittens, Mose Allison, Sfedona Jazz
Coachman Park. If you haven’t taken advantage on the Rocks Youth Band, and Sandra Booker.
of this free event, I encourage you to do so, even
Other jazz festivals with information on the
if you 'are not into smooth jazz. Also in our internet are: Newport Jazz Festival, Newport,
immediate area, during the week of March 2, R.I., New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival, New
2008, you’ll have the opportunity to attend the Orleans, LA, JVC Jazz Festival
Miami, JVC
27th Annual Sarasota Jazz Festival. This festival Jazz Festival - Los Angeles, WC Handy Music
is usually geared to those who enjoy traditional Festival, Florence, AL, Brubeck Festival,
styled jazz.
Stockton, CA, Vail Jazz Festival, Vail, CO,
JVC holds several exciting jazz festivals in Greater Hartford Festival of Jazz, Hartford, CT,
the United States and Europe. July 20 - 21, JVC New Haven Jazz Festival, New Haven, CT,
will host the Chicago Jazz Festival, and on August Clifford Brown Jazz Festival, Wilmington, DE,
18, those of you visiting the West Coast will be Pensacola Jazz festival, Pensacola, FL SeaBreeze
able to attend the JVC Concord Jazz Festival, Jazz Festival, Destin, FL, Jacksonville Jazz
Concord, California, which is just 28 miles Festival, Jacksonville, FL, Lionel Hampton Jazz
northeast of San Francisco. It is the Bay Area’s Festival, Moscow, ID, Indianapolis Jazz Festival,
largest annual smooth jazz event.
Indianapolis, IN, and the Satchmo Summer Fest,
Also in the Bay Area, jazz fans will be New Orleans, LA.
celebrating the 25th Annual San Francisco Jazz
You now have a taste of what’s happening inFestival on September 22 - November 30. This the area of jazz festivals. In a future article, I’ll
event is the longest festival that I know of. It lasts fill you in on what’s happening in the line of jazz
a total of about five weeks, and brings to the stage cruises. So, stay tuned!

Spike Lee's Latest Film Project
Highlights Role of Black
American Soldiers in WWII
BY: MARTA FALCONI
ROME (AP) - Filmmaker

Spike Lee recently
announced plans to work on
a movie about the struggle
against Nazi occupiers in
Italy during WWII that he
hopes will highlight the
Spike
Spike Lee
Lee
contribution of black
American soldiers who
fought and died to liberate Europe.
The film will spotlight the courage of black
soldiers who, despite suffering discrimination
back home, offered a contribution that has so far
gone largely unnoticed in other Hollywood
movies, Lee said at a presentation of the project in
Rome.
‘
“We have black people who are fighting for
democracy who at the same time are classified as
second-class citizens,” he said. “That is why I'd
like to do a film to show how these brave black
men, despite all the hardship they were going
through, still pushed that aside and fought for the
greater good.”
Based on the novel “Miracle at St. Anna” by
James McBride, the film tells the story of four
black American soldiers, all members of the U.S.
Army's all-black 92nd “Buffalo Soldier”
Division, who are trapped behind enemy lines in
an Italian village in Tuscany in 1944.
Filming is planned in Tuscany, Rome and the
United States, where the film begins and ends,

Lee said. Shooting is expected to start by the
beginning of2008, according to producer Roberto
Cicutto. Cicutto also said the movie will cost
US$45 million (euro33 million),
“This is a wonderful story and what makes it
even more wonderful is that it is based upon true
incidents,” Lee said. “If you look at the history of
Hollywood, the black soldiers who fought World
War II are invisible.”
The film also looks at the relationship
between the soldiers and the villagers, some of
whom are partisans.
“We had good relationships with the Italian
people, they gave us a lot of information,”
recalled 82-year-old William Perry who, at 19,
was an infantry soldier in the Buffalo Division.
“I'm not a hero, the heroes are those buried in the
American cemetery in Florence. I hope this movie
will put a positive spin on some of our activities
here,” Perry said.
The film, whose working title is also “Miracle
at St. Anna,” is based on some true events,
including the massacre of more than 500 civilians
by SS troops in the village of Sant'Anna di
Stazzema in August 1944.
About 300 troops surrounded Sant'Anna,
which had been flooded with refugees, ostensibly
to hunt for partisans. Instead, they rounded up and
shot villagers, while others were herded into
basements and enclosed spaces and killed with
hand grenades.

For over 15 years she has used her natural abilities to work with many of the finest
musicians. With Pizzazz and vocal precision, Cleo presents a rich repertoire ranging from
the sultriest blues, the coolest jazz, favorite standards, to the hottest top 40. Precision and
Professionalism flow effortlessly from her, creating the perfect atmosphere for an
enriched entertainment experience.

‘Kizmet WeekCy ScfoecCuCe
WEDNESDAY - SPOKEN WORD POETRY

WITH “C.C” and “Kwabena Dinizulu

Glass of White Zin, Chardonnay, Merlot $ 3.00
DOMESTIC BEERS $ 2.50
THURSDAY - KARAOKE with RICK PARKER

Great Fun Lots of Singing and Dancing
You Will Enjoy Our “LOCAL IDOLS”
FRIDAY - BEST HAPPY HOUR IN THE TAMPA BAY AREA

1/2 Price Drink Specials 5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Free Buffet - 5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Live Vocalist - Naudia Camble, 7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Great DJ Dance Mix 8:00 p;m. - 2:00 a.m.
SATURDAY - PARTY TIME ON SATURDAY

Great DJ Dance Mix 8:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.
New Line Dance “THE CUPID SLIDE”
SUNDAY - SOULFUL SOUNDS of ‘Cleo Heart”

7:30 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.
NO COVER CHARGE

--

.

THE KIZMET PROVIDES QUALITY DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT

IN AN EXCITING AND SAFE ENVIRONMENT

■■ J**
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PALLADIUM

at ST. PETERSBURG COLLEGE

coming so<m
Jk

in july
American Stage Summer Camp
Be An Improv Comic Genius!
Thursday, July 12,5 p.m.
FREE ADMISSION

O Disney's High School Musical
Friday, July 20,7:30 p.m., $5-$20
Saturday, July 21,2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m., $5-$20
Sunday, July 22,2 p.m. matinee, $5-$20

American Stage Summer Camp
Shakespeare's a Blast!
Thursday, July 26,5 p.m.
FREE ADMISSION

in august

► Battle of the B3s - Jazz vs. Blues
Saturday, Aug. 11,7:30 p.m., $10-$15
® Dress Circle Event

BOX OFFICE (727) 822-3590 •www.mypalladium.org
253 FIFTH AVE. N., ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33701
MEDIA SPONSOR
Jb the

Jp lisjTiuaik?

2007 OLYMPIAN SPONSORS Gus & Frances Stavros, Hough Family Foundation, Mark & Marianne Mahaffey,
Progress Energy, RBC Datn Rauscher, Sernbler Company, SyriOvuS Bank, Tech Data; St. Petersburg Tiroes, Ray and
Nancy Murray. Sponsored In part by the State of Florida, Department of State, Division of Cultural Affairs, the
Florida Arts Council; the National Endowment for the Arts and the City of St. Petersburg.

Additional Parking at Syndvus Bank 333 3rd St. hl.
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OBITUARIES
Catherine B. McCoy

Florence L. Kirnon
Daley

Eugene Monroe Gainer

Bom on October 9, 1916 in
Dothan, Alabama to Henry and
Catherine Key, Catherine B.
McCoy departed this life on June
17, 2007.

Bom on April 14, 1928 in New
Ybrk, NY to Edith Kirnon and John
Kirnon, Florence Lizzette Kirnon
Daley departed this life on June 26,
2007.
Those left to cherish her
memories include two daughters,

Bom on September 10, 1946 in
St. Petersburg to the late Monroe
Gainer and Esther Jolly Gainer,
Eugene Monroe Gainer departed
this life on Sunday, July 1, 2007. ,
Those left to cherish her
memories include his wife, Sylvia
B. Gainer of St. Petersburg; two
sons, Kenneth Gainer of Tampa, FL
and Eugene Gainer of St.
Petersburg;
one
stepson,
Christopher Golson of St.
Petersburg; one daughter, Jennifer

to cherish her
memories include a daughter,
Patricia M. Rogers (Montell
Butler); eleven grandchildren,
Those

left

twenty-one great-grandchildren;
and a host of supportive family
members.

Theresa
and
Denise;
six
grandchildren, Jamiyla, Walia,
Stevano, Anthony, Travis and
Oliyia; one great grandchild, Evan.

CREAL FUNERAL HOME

Brison of St. Petersburg; two
stepdaughters, Fatamia long of St.

CREAL FUNERAL HOME

Petersburg and Natasha Young Of
Atlanta, GA; one brother, Major
Gainer of St. Petersburg; two
sisters, Imogene Weaver (Grady)
and Sarah Sanders (Terry), both of
St. Petersburg; 10 grandchildren,
three great-grandchildren; and a
host of nieces, nephews, other
relatives and loving friends.

Joe Grant

Elizabeth Hollies

Joyce Lee Walker
Thomas
1937 in

Bom on July 30, 1921 in

Thomasville, GA to the late Jessie
and Emily Walker, Mrs. Joyce Lee
Thomas departed this life on June

Waycross, GA to the late Henry
and Rena Kitchen, Elizabeth
Hollies departed this life on Friday,

30, 2007.
Those left to cherish her
memories include three sons, King
Rose of St, Petersburg, Alexander
Thomas, Jr. (Rose) and Joseph Lee
Thomas (Debbie Ivey), all of
Tallahassee, FL; five daughters,
Lorethia Adams, Patricia Whitset,
Alma Thomas, Teresa Thomas and
Evelyn Thomas,’ all of St.

June 29, 2007.
Those left to cherish her
memories include one son, Johnnie
Kitchen (Rose Mary); brother,
John Henry Kitchen (Rosetta) of
Waycross, GA; sister-in-law, Nora
Kitchen of Waycross, GA; two
grandsons, one great-grandchild,
two great-great-grandchildren; and

Bom on May 29,

Petersburg; three sisters, Martha
Lou Walker of St. Petersburg, Joan
Morrison and Susie West, both of

a host of nieces, nephews and god
children.

CREAL FUNERAL HOME

Miami, FL; one brother, Qrrie
Walker of Thomasville, GA; twenty

Grant, Joe Lewis, 60 of St.
Petersburg died Saturday, June 30,
2007 at home. He was a native of
St. Petersburg. He was a plasterer
for 20 years, he enjoyed fishing
and walking his dogs. Survivors
include his companion, Geraldine
Grant; two sons, William Grant of
Tallahassee and Tyrone Grant of
St. Petersburg; two daughters,
Pamela of Norway and Shermeka

Grant of St. Petersburg; one step
daughter, Mekesha Ingram of St.
Petersburg; one brother, Samuel.
Grant of St. Petersburg; one sister,.
Shirley Grant of St. Petersburg;

and several grandchildren.

ZION HILL MORTUARY

grandchildren, twenty great
grandchildren; and a host of
nieces, nephews and devoted
friends.

CREAL FUNERAL HOME

SMITH FUNERAL HOME

CALVARY
CATHOLIC
CEMETERY
Burial Spaces

$890

Annie Love

i

Owner Dwayne E. Matt

“A Piece of Mipd, at the Tint e of Need”

Complete Funeral
& Burial Included
$6995.00

and Immaculate Matt

and family

Pre-need
Interest-free
financing
available

Love, Annie C. 76 of St. Petersburg died
Saturday, June 30,2007 at Alpine Nursing Home.
She was bom in Headland, Alabama. She
attended Barbour High School and later moved
here in 1957 from Quincy, Florida. She was a
registered nurse and worked with Kelly Services
for 8 years. She was a former Eastern Star, she
enjoyed sewing, cooking and selling “flips”. She
was a member of Mt. Sinai Missionary Baptist
Church where she sang in the #1 choir. Survivors
include her daughter, Carolyn Barber of St.
Petersburg; five brothers, Larry McClendon of
Tallahassee, J.C. McClendon, Carl McClendon

Includes: Removal, Embalming, Funeral Car, Hearse, Casket, Vault,

Obituary, Burial Space with Opening & Closing,

11801 - U.S. 19 N.
Clearwater, FL

Casket Spray, Funeral Notice and On-Line Guest Book

“Service Is the Soul’s Highest Calling”
Call: Dwayne E. Matt, L.F.D.
(727) 328-0466

Prince and Edna Matt

727-572-4355

and Donnie McClendon all of St. Petersburg, and
Howlton McClendon of Deleware; one sister,
Willie Jewel McCory of Gordon, Alabama; and
one grandson, Raymond Dixon of St. Petersburg.

ZION HILL MORTUARY

so SMITH 08
FUNERAL HOME & CREMATION SERVICE

Affordable Services with Dignity...
Anchored In Integrity...
has established v*i as a loader in the funeral Industury.
Consider us first for all of your funeral Arrangements,
""
Standard and Premier Funeral Packages
personalized to your family needs.

“It’s all taken care of’
These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.

So that your funeral is fully funded and won’t be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can guarantee the future price at today’s cost.

“Upholding a tradition of servicefrom ourfamily to yours”
Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

727-894-2266 / Fax 821-8728
153418th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

I

Creal Funeral
Home
1940 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
(727) 896-2602

Sewing tfe ectrneuaUty iiett t<?50
State Approved Pre-Funeral

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005

Arrangement Plan
Burial Service • Funeral Service
Cremation Service • Shipping Service

Robert Creal, Sr., LFD

I
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CHURCH NEWS
--------------- CHURCH EVENTS LISTING---------------FRIENDSHIP MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
Theme for the Month of July
“The Vision - The Venture - The Victory”
(Habakkuk 2:1-3; Ephesians 4:4-6)
One Lord, One Faith, One Baptism, One Church

The anointed Shepherd of Friendship Missionary Baptist
Church, Dr. John A. Evans, Sr., and the entire church family
cordially invite you to join us this week as we journey into a
spirit-filled worship experience.
God’s anointed servant, Dr. Evans, one who walks in the spirit
and leads in the spirit in accordance with God’s word, will deliver
both the 7:45 am and 10:45 am message.
The Friendship Church Family will greet you with open arms,
and hearts filled with joy. We invite you to tabernacle with us as
we lift up the name of Jesus and extend an open invitation to all
who enter our hallowed doors.
Our early morning service begins at 7:45 a.m., church school
at 9:30 am and mid-morning service at 10:45 am. The Friendship
family welcomes each of you as the SHIP moves forward in the
year 2007. We move forward in the precious name of Jesus with
the vision given by God to our Pastor Dr. John A. Evans, Sr.
There is room for all who enter and especially those who really
want to hear a word from the Lord.
The Deacons of the Ship are in charge of the devotional
period during the 7:45 am and 10:45 am worship hours. The
Friendship Choir under the direction of our minister of music Bro.
John Frazier will sing songs to glorify our Father in heaven; the
hospitality and usher’s ministry will greet each of you with a
heartfelt welcome as you enter. Come and be renewed in the spirit
of Christ.
Join us for Bible Study every Wednesday at 12:00 noon and
7:00 pm, as we become “Disciples through Bible Study” and
move from “Membership to Discipleship.”
Wednesday night live services are held the first Wednesday of
each month. Come and be blessed.

Vacation Bible School 2007
July 23-27, 2006
Nightly from 6 to 8 pm

You may visit our website at www.fmbctheship.org
for all other church news and events.

New update on
Joseph Grimsley...
i.

The trip to Durham for the stem cell transplant is on hold...
At the end of last week, the doctor advised Joseph that the
rapid rise in his white blood cell count was a concern that the
leukemia might be returning.
On Monday, July 2nd, results of blood tests confirmed their
suspicions. The WBCounts were recovering rapidly with both
good and bad cells.The growth of good cells are needed to help
fight infection so that his mouth would heal. The rapid increase in
cell-growth meant that the leukemic cells were returning along
with the good cells. The doctor stated that the bad cells returned at
about 30 percent.
The news was a bit unexpected but then it was expected.
Words of encouragement and his faith and prayer allowed Joseph
to get past the news and move forward. We talked and prayed
about it; then we went for a walk around the 5th floor. We continue
to lean on the Lord for strength, mercy and His ultimate/awesome
miracle.
I write this update and thanks to you while sitting at Joseph's
beside. Today has been one of his "Good days." He looks good,
has been up walking for a good part of the afternoon and he was
able to take some nurishment by mouth (and keep it down). His
menu for dinner was cream of chicken soup, pureed peaches and a
cup of tea. He still experiences some mouth pain but not nearly as

bad.
On behalf of Joseph and the entire Grimsley family, I would
to say thank you for your cards, concern and support hut most
of all your prayers. Please continue to keep Joseph and family in
your prayers. We continue to look to the Lord from which cometh
all our, help.
**Cards and or words of encouragement are welcome. They
may be sent too:
Joseph Grimsley - Rm 507
c/o H. Lee Moffitt Cance Center
12902 Magnolia Drive Tampa, FL 33612
***A fund has also been set up for him. Donations are being

accepted at any Bank of America,
"Joseph Grimsley medical & family fund"
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ST. MARK MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
The St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church, under the leadership
of its dynamic, spirited, man of God, the Reverend Brian Kenneth
Brown, its official staff of Deacons and Trustees, and the entire
congregation of St. Mark, extend to the community at large, its
wishes that there would be an overflowing of God’s blessings upon
their lives. St. Mark is grounded in a Christ-centered doctrine that
has as its central theme, a belief that we are a haven of hope, help,
and healing for a world hungering for and thirsting after the
enlightened word of God. At St. Mark, we are Christians willing to
work and partner in unity, praising God for His awesome gift, His
son Jesus Christ.
Upcoming for July
Women’s Bible Study @ 9:30 a.m.
State Congress and Youth Convention

July 14
July 16-20
July 22

July 25-28

'
July 28

convening in Tampa, Florida
Health Care Ministry Anniversary Worship
Service @ 4:00 p.m. Guest Church: Greater St.
Paul M. B. C., Rev. Clyde Williams, Pastor.
Congress No. 2 convening at St. Mark M. B. C.
nightly @ 6:30 p.m. (Refreshments) and
exciting workshops each night @ 7:00 p.m.
Annual Congress No. 2 Picnic @ St. Mark.
Enjoy good food, fun and games for all ages
and awesome fellowship.

St. Mark Offers ...
Sunday School is held for both children and adults of all ages.
Sunday School starts each Sunday morning at 9:30 a.m. All are
invited to come out and join us.
Baptist Training Union is each Sunday at 5:00 p.m. Members
and the general public are invited to come out and study the Bible
with us and learn “What Baptists Believe”.
Children and Youth Ministry Meetings are held every Monday
at 6:00 p.m, Children in the community are welcomed to join us.
Sunday School Teachers’ Meeting is held every Tuesday at 7:00
p.m.
Senior Hour of Power Bible Study is held every Thursday at
9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study every Thursday evening at
7:00 p.m.
St. Mark Tutoring Ministry: Closed until start of 2007-2008
School Year
St. Mark Technology Lab: Summer Hours: the St. Mark
Computer Lab will be open and available for use on Tuesday
evenings from 5:30 pm. to 7:30 p.m. Thursday mornings hours are
10:00 a.m. on June 14 and 28 only. Wednesday hours are suspended
until August. The lab is available for St. Mark members as well for
members of the community. We invite you to come learn basic
information about how to use a computer and how to use Word or
Excel software to complete letters, reports or projects. Volunteers
are needed who can assist with questions about Microsoft
applications, internet and email during lab hours.

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
The New Hope family invites you to worship with us on
Sunday morning. Our morning begins at 7:45 Early Mottling
Service. Sunday school begins at 9:00 with classes available for
all ages! Bring the entire family to learn more about our Lord arid
Savior, JesuS Christ.
Worship continues at 10:30 with the New Hope Male Chorus
leading the congregation in praise. The Music team consists of
Michael McKenny, Vemard McKenny, Marcus Childs, and Corey
Givens. The Bread of Life will be served by our Esteemed Pastor,
Reverend Carlos L. Senior. We will be delighted to have you
worship with us!
New Hope will worship with the Gethsemane Missionary
Baptist Church, Reverend Ronald Gibson, Pastor at 3:30 on
Sunday afternoon. Why not join us?
We are proud to be the hosts of the West Coast Baptist
Association Congress of Christian Education July 9 r-13, 2007.
We invite you to attend. The various classes will begin Tuesday
morning at 9:00. Afternoon classes are also offered, time
determined by the Congress. Service will be held each evening at
7:00. For further information, please call the church office.
MIDWEEK P.U.S.H.

(Prayer, Understanding & Spiritual Healing)
Bible Study (Adult and Youth) will resume on Wednesday
evening, July 18th at 7:00. Bring the entire family to learn more
about our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ. We will also begin
Prayer Time at 6:00 each Wednesday.
Prayer Band will resume on Thursday morning, July 19th at
11:00. “Effectual, fervent prayers of the righteous availeth
much.” Come let’s praise God together.
UPCOMING EVENTS

(Month of July)
July 14th ...............................................Annual Church Picnic

July 29th ......................................................... “Sunday 5th Power”
Pastor’s Advocates Fellowship Hour

“The Christian life is a journey of transformation.”

Black Christian Women Are Tired Of Being
Overlooked In The Church And The
Corporate World
Newark, DE - African American Christian women are tired of
being overlooked. "They are speaking out and paving their own
paths in record numbers," says Dianna Hobbs, 30-year-old African
American Founder and Editor-In-Chief of Empowering Everyday
Women Online Magazine.
Gone are the days when African American Christian women and
black women in general, sit back and passively wait for their next
big break. They are forging their own entrepreneurial paths and
quickly emerging as forces to be reckoned with.
Dianna Hobbs and other women like her are leading the charge.
According to the Women's Center for Business Research U.S.
Bureau Census Statistics^ firms owned by women of color are
growing at five times the rate of all U.S. firms. As a matter of fact,
as of 2006 there were an estimated 849,430 firms in the U.S. 50%
or more owned by African American women, generating more than
$36 billion in sales.
African American Christian Women are everywhere, starting
businesses, occupying executive-level positions, and launching
successful international ministries. Still, in light of all their major
contributions, things are not, by any means, being handed to them
on silver platters. "We have to work harder, think faster, and be
more agile than the majority," says Hobbs, also Vice President of
Hobbs Ministries, a Christian copywriting firm. Consequently, in
order to create inroads for themselves, a trend is emerging among
women of color. Through advanced technology, social media, and
online communities; they are networking, creating viable
connections, and opening up opportunities that would otherwise be
unavailable to them.
With the emergence of new platforms like Empowering
Everyday Women Online Magazine, the gap is rapidly being closed.
"Since we launched LEW Magazine it's been great to see women
pouring in, submitting articles for consideration, and supporting the
site in general. I believe it's because we're giving them a voice,"
reports Hobbs. Though African American Christian women have
historically been overlooked, there have been some improvements.
Influential leaders, corporate executives, and Christian

organizations are showing support for Minority and Women-owned
sites like www.eewmagazine.com by visiting regularly, spreading
the word, advertising, and submitting useful content.
The benefits are mutual. Christian leaders, entrepreneurs, event
coordinators, recording artists, and authors gain enhanced visibility T
for relevant products, services, and events while positively ■
impacting thousands of Empowering Everyday Women readers.
EEW Magazine customizes smart ad campaigns to increase ROI!
for its sponsors and supporters. Through diverse iriethods of J
advertising that include: Interviews, advertorials, banner ads, book
and event reviews; as well as, other customized solutions, clients
maximize their advertising dollars.
Empowering Everyday Women Online Magazine provides a
Christian alternative to secular magazines. It is an advertiser-;
supported site and is free and open to women worldwide, regardless
of race, religion, culture and creed.
Registered users can contribute their original bylined articles,
stories, quick tips, and recipes to be featured in the magazine. The
exposure gamers interest iri their work. Registration is free of
Charge and provides a major platform to connect with other African
American Christian women, share ideas, and gain support for
initiatives. The magazine allows them to interact and be heard.
For additional information on African American Christian
Women Speaking Out, advertising, sponsorship opportunities, and
interviews contact: Dianna Hobbs, 1-877-419-6560 ext. 4 or Email:
dhobbs@eewmagazine.com, www.eewmagazine.com
About the Company

Empowering Everyday Women is an online Christian lifestyle
magazine featuring content from its supportive community of
readers, as well as, established experts in the areas of: Business,
finance, politics, health, fitness, parenting, pregnancy, beauty, style,
relationships and more. It offers an alternative to secular magazines
and satisfies Christian women's craving for visibility, knowledge,
inspiration, support, and insights.
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“Pastor Clarence Welch.Celebrates His 43rd
Pastoral Anniversary.”
Mother
Cora
Savage, Coordinator
for the Pastoral
Anniversary and the
Prayer Tower Family
will be celebrating
their Pastor’s 43rd
Pastoral Anniversary
Pastor Clarence Welch beginning July 11-16,
and First Lady Marilyn 2007. Pastor Welch is
an exemplary pastor, a
Welch
man of character and
integrity, who has been a blessing to many within
the community.
Pastor Welch attended Pinellas County
Schools and graduated from Gibbs High School
in 1948. He furthered his education at Xavier
University, New Orleans, Louisiana and received
a Bachelor of Science Degree with a Major in
Biology, furthering his undergraduate studies to
receive a Minor in Chemistry from Florida A &
M University, Tallahassee, FL. He completed
graduate studies at New York State University,
Oneonta, New York with a degree in Earth
Science.
Pastor Welch served his country as a member
of the United States Army in the Korean War.
Pastor Welch retired in 1986 after teaching
Science for 291/2 years in the Pinellas County
School System.
Upon retiring, he became actively involved
within the community. He has served on the
Board of Directors of the Pinellas County Urban
League; Board of Directors of the YMCA of
Greater St. Petersburg for 16 years; Social
Services Allocation Committee, St. Petersburg
Board of Directors for the InterMinisterial
Alliance & CUCA.
Pastor Welch was elected to the Hospice of
the Florida Suncoast’s Board of Directors in
1989. Presently, he serves as chairman, and has
long championed the vision for the

“THIRSTY”
voices, Marvin Sapp Founder and pastor of
Lighthouse Full Life Center Church in Grand
Rapids, Michigan returns to a live setting on
Thirsty. "I love recording live," says Sapp. "I like
to feed off the energy of the people. With a live
recording, I get a chance to feel what they feel,
draw off their emotions, and see their tears. It
really helps to direct me in ministering to them."
"The night of the live recording was
unbelievable," says Sapp. "It was a mindblowing, life-ehanging experience. I really had
the opportunity to minister songs that ministered
to me," says Sapp, who recorded “Thirsty” at
Resurrection Life Church, Grandville, MI under
the musical direction of producer Aaron Lindsey,
with Myron Butler directing background vocals.
Although the evening was filled with
amazing new music, for the pastor, the night was
bittersweet. "A lot of people don't know, but
during that period, within a 90-day span, I lost
three of the most important men in my life: my
father; my musical mentor, L. Craig Tyson, who
co-founded Tyscot Records; and my spiritual
father, Bishop Abney, who had passed the day
before my live recording," recalls Sapp.
It was particularly out of the pain and grief
over his father's death that the lead single,
"Never Would Have Made It" was bom. "Never
Would Have Made It" was written the Sunday
after Dr. Sapp buried his father. He says, "We
had already eulogized him. I had to throw the
blanket in with him and close the casket. I had to
stand up and say 'earth to earth, ashes to ashes'. I
had to preach the message and drop him off at
the cemetery to be buried. But the Sunday after
that, I went into the church, everyone was in
position, functioning normally, and I was
standing there thinking, 'What is going on? Don't
these people see that I'm in pain?"' At that
moment, Sapp decided he wasn't going to preach
the Sunday morning message. That's when he
heard the voice of God.

comprehensive community service center to
serve patients, families and communities
throughout St. Petersburg and south Pinellas
County. The Hospice secured this dream by
acquiring property at 1st Avenue and 31st Street
South, St. Petersburg. Today, we witness reality
of our honoree’s vision.
Pastor Welch was chosen as the 2004 Liberty
Bell recipient by the St. Petersburg American Bar
Association. He is actively involved with
Concerned Citizens for Quality Education for
black Students; member of AAVREC (African
American Voter Research and Education
Committee) and member of IMA.
Pastor Welch is the son of the late Flagmon &
Gussie Welch. He is a devoted husband, father, &
grandfather. He and his bride of 53 years are the
parents of 2 children, Sharon & Ricardo (Ricky),
Pastor Welch is a child of the Sovereign
King. He loves God and the people of God
everywhere.
Those of you who know and love Pastor
Welch, we take this opportunity to invite you to
participate with us during this glorious
celebration:
The services are 7:30 nightly:
Thursday, July 12 - Bible Way COGIC
Elder Sylvester Reeves, Pastor
Friday, July 13 - Macedonia Freewell Baptist
Church
Bishop Raymond T. Baker, Pastor
Sunday, July 15 @11:30- Queen Street

COGIC
Supt. Anthony Conage, Pastor
Sunday, July 15 @4:00 — East Lake COGIC

Supt Willie Matheney, Pastor

Come one, come all and let us give honor to
the Man of God for the service that he' has given
to his Church Family and community. His advice
to other Pastors is “All you need is to be faithful
to God and he will supply all your needs
according to his riches in glory!”

MARVIN SAPP
The words "parched", "dehydrated" and
"dry" conjure up thoughts of a desert, a place
lacking water. But "thirsty" means something
entirely different to Marvin Sapp. It's a word that
reflects a renewed desire for the living water
from the lover of his soul, Jesus Christ. Thirsty is
the new project from the multiple Stellar Award
winning, GRAMMY and Dove nominated artist
Marvin Sapp. His seventh solo project, “Thirsty”
encompasses what fans have loved about the
artist since his days as lead singer with
Commissioned - unmatched vocal delivery, and
powerful, inspiring performances.
One of Gospel music's most recognizable

CHURCH DIRECTORY
955 20th Street South

•

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church

(727) 894-4311

912 3rd Avenue North- St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Email: mzpmb<:@gte.jaet
Website: www.mzprogressive.org t! ii

Progressive Missionary
Baptist Church

ii ,

Bethei4894@knology.net

Worship Services.,.................L.7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.

Prayer Service (Wed)............... ....................6:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Wed)............. ..................................... ....6:30 p.m.

Reverend & Mrs.
Jimmie B. Keel

Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel of Jesus Christ

“There’s A Place For YOU in the AME Church”

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Sunday
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Feed The Homeless
2:00 p.m.

Walking In The, Promised Vision

'

it

3200 Fifth Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 327-1373

Sunday School ............. .. .. ................. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .9:30 a.m.

4682 40th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33714

............. .. .. .. .. .. ...................... ....> .11:00 a.m.

Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting ... ..7:00 p.m.

Pastor Maceo and
Tamika McGriff

Friday Prayer Meeting ..... .. ............ .. .. .. .. ................. .. .11:00 a.m.
Rev. Norris L.
Martin, Sr. - Pastor'

www.travelwiththechurch.com

www.abundant-harvest.org

(to book your travel engagements)

CTKc

Saint Johi? PrtniUtv® Baptist Church
Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755

Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755

Looking for a place to gain deeper understanding
of your spiritual nature? A place where
your religious background doesn't matter?
inational church that believ
isaal.

Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com

Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 ajn. - 1:30 p.m.

Radio internet: tan talk 1340.com

Church School

3001 18th Avenue South ♦ Saint Petersburg, Florida 33712
Phone:(727)327-9904 • Fax:(727)322-0409
Church School - 9:30 AM • Morning Worship - 11:00 AM
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting & BibleStudy - 7:00PM

Victory Christian Center Church
301218th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712

•saiwrnId

Scheduled Services:

Early Morning
Mid-Morning

8:00 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

be user-friendly?

Elder Benjamin
Adams, Jr.,
Senior Pastor

Mid-week Family Night Bible Study

7:00 p.m.

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”
Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts

R
1:4-8)

Greater 51. Paul Missionary Baptist
Church

(727)321-0911

TromisecC Vision”

Seek.

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor

fletv ffft. Olive Primitive Piapti&t fUmrch

Log on:

(727) 374-1864

“WaCking Tn

‘Raising A Standard For God's People In God’s Church’

“(Y Pecutior People Persuaded to Perform *T5io Purpose”

Wednesday
Bible Study
7:OO p.m.

Wo r s h i p C e n t e r

Early Morning Worship .................... .7:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

EHH

Youth Church ................. Mon & Wed 5:30 pjh.

Mission Statement:
Senior Pastor

,

Breakfast Ministry....... . ............ .Sunday 8:00 ajh.
Church School............................ ...........9:00 ajh?'
Morning Worship......................... ............... 10:30 a.m.
Bible Study.........
.......Tuesday 7:00 p.m.

Sunday School................... ......................9:00 a.m.

Rev. Louis M. Muiphy, Sr.

"

(727) 822-2089
m

Ol
>. iiliirsFj irihiK*
■

•

<§n|I

zts iisu, iotst, ijrti) TiiippkjsiSi

532-33rd Street South • St. Petersburg, FL

www.victorychristiancenterchurch.org

Sunday School .. ...................

Schedule of Services
Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.
Claude S. Williams,
Pastor

Evening Worship ..............................6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union......................5 p.m.

Tuesday Night .;
General Bible Study

(except Wednesdays)

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church. For more information about the
other services and ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911

*Nursery and Youth Services Available

9:30a.m.

Morning Worship............................ 11:00 a.m.

Rev. Clyde
Williams

Thursday Night Prayer Meeting & Teachers Meeting

We welcome you at all times

Rev. Prentiss John Davis, Minister
■
& Veron.ca Davis

&

Tel 727-898-2457 Fax 727-895-6898
unitytempiealtfotWmsn.com
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
BETHEL METROPOLITAN B APTIST CHURCH

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727)321-6631 * www.stmarkch.org

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com

Schedule of Services
10:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m.

Sunday Worship Service
Sunday School

Church School ............. ............................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .................................. .... 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ./............... 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday 9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Teen Summit (Wednesday)
Bible Study (Wednesday)

Rev, Rickey L. Houston
Pastor

‘God’s House In The City’

Pentecostal Teipple Church of God ip Christ
2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 865-1520

Mofning Glory

9:00 a.m.

Sunday

Sunday School

9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

Elder William
E. Anderson,
Pastor

“Creating a Q-Caven ofO-Coye, Q-CeCp, and Q-CeaCingfor Christ’

Friendship

10th Street Church Of God

Missionary Baptist Church

St. Petersburg, FL 33705

3300 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300
www.fmbctheship.org

(727) 898-9407

207 - 10th Street North

Sunday.............. 7:45 A.M. and 11 A.M. Worship

Prayer & Bible Study

Wednesday

7:30 p.m.

Sunday School............... ....................... 9:30 A.M.,

Intercessory Prayer

Saturday

5:45 a.m.

Wednesday.:...... .....Noonday Bible Study and

Wednesday Evening Prayer......................6:30 pjn.

"Helping and
Healing"

"Inspiring and
Instructing"
"Praying and
Praising"

Thursday..... ............ ...7 P.M. Youth Enrichment

Macedonia Freewill
Baptist Church

Morning Worship..........~...,...,.................ll:00 ajn.

"Serving and Saving

Bread of Life; 7 P.M. Prayer and Bible Study

kingdom”

Sunday School-..................................-.......9:30 ajn.

Dr. John A. Evans,
Pastor

,

11:00 a.m.

“A church working togetherfor the upbuilding ofQoch’s

Wednesday Night Bible Study ......;,.........7:30 pjn.

Rev. Ronald L. Bell
Pastor

The church where what God’s word teaches is practiced!

Frayer Tvwer Church

20th Street
Church Of Christ

W
B

820 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL

Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990
Bishop Raymond T. Baker, Pastor

Home: 896-8006

Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.

C

Wednesday Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.

Communion is observed every first Sunday

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

Sunday Morning Bible Class

9:00 a.m.

Sunday Morning Worship

10:30 a.m.

Ladies Bible Class Monday
Sunday Evening Worship

7:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.

Monday Evening Bible Class

Wednesday Evening Bible Class

Queen Street

7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

let th€

Church Of God In Christ

Qvd in Christ

Services

Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m.

vf

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Pastor
1137 37th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-0670

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

M
F

Rev. Brian K. Brown

Sunday

Sunday School -10:30 am.
A. M. Service -11:30 am.
YPWW (1st & 3rd Sunday) - 5:30 pan.
PM Service (1st & 3rd Sunday) - 6:30 pan.
P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) - 5:30 pan.

Tuesday

Morning Prayer - 9:30 to 10:30 ajn.

Wednesday

Prayer Service - 7:30 pjn.

Thursday

Bible Study (for all ages) - 7:30 pjn.

tonnynirr

KNOT APOQT
TOW CHMKH

1732 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 896-4356
Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A-M. - Sunday School

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 F.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

11:00 A.M. - Morning Service
YPWW First and Third Sunday of each month after Morrting Service

^t|tlahelpl|ta CCnmmunttg (flljurdf
The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 896-5228
www.spreadinghopeonline.org

P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

Wisdom School 9:50 A.M.

Sunday Services:

Morning Worship 10:30 A.M.

Praise & Worship Service
The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin ....'.............................................. Associate Pastor

James Robinson

Children & Youth Ministry........................................................... .. • • • Joyce Robinson

Rev. Carlos Senior,
Pastor

The Old Landmark Cathedral
Church Of God In Christ

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 - 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida

Midweek P.US.H.
(Prayer Meeting/Bible Study) 7:00 p.m.

“One Body, One Spirit, One Hope”

Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Office Hours: Monday thru Thursday
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

St Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727/898-8616 • Fax: 727/502-9843

Ibn

“Grace and Peace Be Unto
from the Old
Landmark Church Family”
Schedule of Services
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship - 11 a.m.
Supt. Mitchell L. Bryant
and Lady Danita B. Bryant

Wednesday Night Bible Study - 7:30 p.m

3900 5th AVENUE NORTH
ST. PETERSBURG, FL
PHONE: (727) 642-9839

3931 Central Avenue, St Petersburg Florida 33713
(727) 321 -8989
. Ebenezerntcog@yahoo.com
www.ebenezerntcog.org
■
Sunday School
Divine Worship
Evening Service

SUNDAY |

WORSHIP SERVICES:

! 10:00 aan.
!11:15 aan.
6:00 pan.

TUESDAY NIGHT @ 7:30 p.m. -BIBLE STUDY

1 7:00 pjn.

FRIDAY NIGHT @ 7:30 p.m. - PRAISE & WORSHIP

WEDNESDAY
School of Leaders
IB

FRIDAY S

Youth Nite

Noon Day Prayer - Daily at 12 noon

7:00 pun.

SATURDAY ,
Harvest Crusade

7:00 p.m.

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

THE NEW LATTER DAY
DELIVERANCE MINISTRIES, INC,

Ebenezer New Testament
Church of God
“Winning Souls and Making Disciples ”

Superintendent Mitchell L. Bryant, Pastor
4201 - 6th Street South

9:15 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m. - 10:20 a.m.
10:20 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
6:30 p.m.

Van service is available by calling:
(727)327-0015

10:30 a.m.

Wednesday Services:

Clerk Ministry..........................................................................................Wyvonnia McGee

“A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People”

Church School:
Devotion:
Praise and Worship:
Morning Worship Service:
Bible Study each Tuesday:

Church School ............. 9:00 a.m.

Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 P.M. (Wed.)

Finance Ministry.........................................................................

The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

SUNDAY SCHOOL @ 10:00 a.m.
Pastors:
Bishop Ed Nelson &
Rev. Sharon Nelson

SUNDAY WORSHIP CELEBRATION @ 11:30 a.m.

Pastor Vivian
Powell-Thomas

“A Church of Ordinary People Serving an Extraordinary God!”

First Baptist Institutional
Church

Dominion Worship Center Ministries
“Learn To Take DOMINION Over Your Life”

“JoinTls”
,

3144 Third Avenue South

,

(Early Sunday Service

St. Petersburg, FL

Sunday School Enrichment

4016 - 12th Avenue South
~~~

St. Petersburg, FL 33711

9:10 am

Phone: 323-7518
Sunday Service

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

•Monday-Coryorate Prayer

io:oo am
6:00
7-30

Wednesday-Coryorate Prayer 6:ooam

Wednesday EihCe Study andFamiCy
•Training Q-Cr.
7'-3O ym
Sunday- Coryorate Frayer

Rev. Wayne G,
Thompson, Pastor

6:oo am

Church 727-321-8574

Bishop Albert E. Weaver & Lady
Tonya Weaver
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COURTESY OF FAMILY FEATURES

•

......
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Greek Chicken With Rice
4 servings
Prep Time: 15 minutes / Cook Time: 25 minutes

2 tablespoons Bertolli Olive Oil
1- 1/4 pounds boneless, skinless chicken
breasts, cut into 1-inch pieces
1 small onion, chopped
1 medium red bell pepper, chopped
1/2 teaspoon dried oregano leaves, crushed
1 clove garlic, finely chopped
1 bag (10 ounces) baby spinach leaves
2- 1/4 cups water
1 package Knorr Sides Plus Veggies —
Roasted Chicken Rice with Harvest
Vegetables
•2 tablespoons lemon juice
1/4 cup crumbled reduced fat feta cheese
(optional)
Heat 1 tablespoon olive oil in a large nonstick skillei
over medium-high heat and cook chicken about 5
minutes, until chicken is thoroughly cooked, stir
ring occasionally. Remove chicken and keep
warm.
Add remaining olive oil to skillet and eook
onion, red pepper and oregano over medium heat
about 4 minutes, until vegetables are tender, stir
ring occasionally. Add garlic and cook 1 minute.
Add spinach; toss to coat. Cover and cook about
’ 2 minutes, until spinach is partially wilted, stirring
occasionally.
Stir in water and packaged side. Bring to a boil.
Reduce heat and cook covered about 10 minutes,
until rice is tender. Stir in chicken and lemon
juice. Sprinkle with cheese.

Chicken Vegetable Rollatini
5 servings Prep Timet 30

Everything!

minutes / Cook Time: 35

minutes

1

package

Knorr

Sides Plus Veggies — Cheddar^**
Rice with Broccoli and Carrots sjBh#

2

large red

ifea*

bell peppers, chopped

5
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pounded

1/4

chicken

inch

thick

breast
(about

pounds)

1/4

cup Japanese-style panko bread crumbs

2

tablespoons grated Parmesan cheese

1

tablespoon Bertolli Olive Oil

1

clove garlic, chopped

1

box

small yellow onion, chopped
(10

ounces)

frozen

chopped

spinach

thawed and squeezed dry

Preheat oven to 375°E Prepare packaged side according to directions,
omitting spread. Stir in 1 chopped red pepper; let cool 10 minutes.

Top each chicken breast with about 1/4 cup rice; reserve remaining rice and
set aside. Roll chicken and secure with wooden toothpicks. Combine bread

crumbs with cheese in shallow dish, then coat chicken. Heat olive oil in large

nonstick skillet over medium-high heat and brown chicken. Arrange chicken in

11 x 7-inch glass baking dish. Bake 20 minutes until chicken is thoroughly
cooked.

Meanwhile, in same skillet, cook remaining red pepper and onion with 2
tablespoons water, covered, over medium heat 5 minutes, until tender, stirring

occasionally. Add garlic and cook 30 seconds, stirring. Stir in spinach and

reserved rice and cook 3 minutes, until spinach is heated through, stirring

frequently. Remove toothpicks and serve sliced chicken oyer spinach mixture.

Boneless
Pork Loin Chops
Publix Pork, All-Natural,
Full-Flavor, Pork Loin
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BUY ONE CD EE
Rainier
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SAVE UP TO 1.60 LB

Northwest Grown, Peak of Season,
A Good Source of Fiber, 16-oz pkg. (Cherries ... lb 2.49)

SAVE UP TO 5.99

1.99

Italian Five Grain Bread.....

Handmade in Our Bakery With Oats,
Cracked Wheat, Barley, Millet, Flaxseed,
and Sunflower Seeds, From the Publix Bakery, 16-oz loaf

SAVE UP TO .40

ww

Bake?/'

Boar's Head®
Maple Honey Ham

7.89,

Large
King Crab Legs...

Sliced Fresh
in the Publix Deli

Fully-Cooked,
Previously Frozen

SAVE UP TO SO LB

SAVE UP TO 5.00 LB

Publix Deli proudly features
a full line of Boar's Head® products.

6.99<b

Selected
Canada Dry, RC,
W onbeDEE
or Diet Rite. .......... get ONsrruX
Or 7-UP or A&W, 2-L bot.
(Limit ten deals on selected
advertised varieties.)

Or Potato or Tortilla Chips,
Baked! and Light, Assorted Varieties,
6.38 to 12.5-oz bag (Limit four deals
on selected advertised varieties.)

SAVE UP TO 1.50

SAVE UP TO .98 ON 2

Publix,

WHERE

SHOPPING
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FritoLay
Potato Crisps............Z»6.00
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Prices effective Thursday, July 12 through Wednesday, July 18,2007.
Only in the Following Counties: Sumter, Pasco, Lake, Hernando, Citrus, Polk and Osceola
Prices not effective at Publix Sabor. Quantity Rights Reserved.
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